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This Ain’t Wakanda: How Black Youth Leverage Our Technological Expertise to
Cultivate Joy
Alexis Hunter, University of Colorado-Boulder
Caleb Sewell, University of Missouri

Abstract
This paper engages in a content analysis of our own tweets as we reflect on our experiences as
Black undergraduate student-leaders at the University of Missouri-Columbia to not only explore
the ways our mental health and advocacy was affected by the constant anti-Blackness we
endured on campus and online, but also to honor how we leveraged our technological expertise
to create joy for ourselves and our community while living in an environment determined to
destroy it. Our autoethnographic reflection honors how we created a Black fugitive digital space
where joy and healing was centered.
Keywords: Black youth, technology, joy
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This Ain’t Wakanda: How Black Youth Leverage Our Technological Expertise to
Cultivate Joy
In 2018, when Marvel’s Black Panther premiered at movie theaters across the globe,
people got to see what a Black fugitive space looks like through Wakanda - a futuristic
borderlands society brimming with technological genius and unapologetic commitments to
Black liberation. At the same time, White supremacy was still impeding on Black liberation
globally. At historically white institutions (HWI), Black students don’t often have access to a
physical “Wakanda,” but we are still able to use technological advancements, such as social
media, to resist White supremacy, support one another, and ultimately create joy. Black
students at the University of Missouri-Columbia have a long history of cultivating digital
Wakanda’s - or loving and essential counterspaces to heal and advocate while attending an
institution that is racist and anti-Black. #BlackAtMizzou was a movement during the summer
of the COVID-19 pandemic and the 2020 global movement for Black livelihood to demand
Mizzou make institutional changes to support our needs. Our advocacy brought us joy as we
deepened our sense of community together, rooted in our desire for liberation, and was crucial
to our livelihood because it created space for us to “talk back” and challenge these dangerous
systems. We recognized that healing and advocacy work must occur in synchrony, so we
leveraged our Black Mizzou community to collectively laugh, process, and engage in digital
healing rituals that ultimately saved our lives.
In this paper, we reflect on our experiences as Black undergraduate student-leaders at a
HWI to not only explore the ways our mental health and advocacy was affected by the
constant anti-Blackness we endured on campus and online, but also to honor how we leveraged
our technological expertise to create joy for ourselves and our community while living in an
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environment determined to destroy it. We argue that Black youth are surviving these
oppressive systems by embodying old and new traditions of Black fugitivity and
transformational resistance. Black fugitivity is nuanced because of how it showcases how folks
work to escape to a “freer” space while also exposing how white supremacy operates to keep
Black folks restrained (Sojoyner, 2017).
In this autoethnographic study we draw upon Tanksley’s (2022b) conceptualization of
critical race technology theory (CRTT) in education to name how the pervasiveness of race
and racism (Bell, 1992) manifests online. Furthermore, we draw upon healing justice
frameworks to analyze how we used social media to challenge dominant perspectives around
mental wellness that are rooted in individualistic and pharmaceutical approaches (Greene et
al., 2021) because we knew we needed to create collective healing and joyful online structures
to counter the unceasing racial trauma we were enduring. Our research addresses the following
guiding critical co-constructed autoethnographic question: How did we foster fugitive spaces
that centered joy, life, and healing in the midst of oppressive, anti-Black collegiate
environments? To answer this question, we engage in a content analysis of 8 of our own tweets
between 2020-2021 while attending Mizzou.
Literature Review and Theoretical Perspective
As social media continues to become a primary medium to share widely the way
police brutality and societal injustices harm Black people, Black youths’ social media usage
continues to increase. About 85% of Black teens have a cellphone making them the most
likely of any group of teens to have one (Lenhart, 2015). Unfortunately, it also means that
Black youth have constant access to Black trauma and are seeing these tragedies on apps that
they utilize as they are “likely to encounter social media content that is distressing,
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disturbing or emotionally draining, regardless of whether or not that content was shared with
the intent to harm, to entertain, to educate or to organize” (Tanksley & Hunter, forthcoming).
It is also reported that approximately 60% of Black youth’s social media is about societal
injustices (Pew Research Center, 2017).
In order to analyze the everydayness of digital oppression young Black activists
encounter online and highlight the strategies we engage in to heal in community despite the
ways anti-Blackness works to harm us based on our intersectional identities, we draw upon the
following theoretical frameworks: critical race technology theory (CRTT) in education
(Tanksley, 2022b), healing justice (Ginwright, 2015; Greene, et. al., 2021), and
intersectionality (Crenshaw, 1990). As a social justice framework, critical race theory (CRT)
actively works to deconstruct the racist and untrue ideology of colorblindness by honestly and
explicitly examining the pervasiveness of race and how it functions in our society. The five
tenets of critical race theory (CRT) in education illuminate how Black youth are experiencing
and resisting White supremacy in the physical world (Lynn and Dixson, 2013). However, CRT
in education is not expansive enough to explore racism's permanence online. This extension is
necessary to name the ways information technologies are inaccurately simplified as a racially
neutral space while white supremacy digitalizes to harm Students of Color (Noble, 2012, 2014,
2016, 2018a, 2018b; Tanksley, 2016, 2019, 2022a, 2022b, forthcoming). Thus, CRTT in
education builds upon foundational CRT concepts while also extending to articulate how
Students of Color are experiencing and coping with racism in digital spaces. We draw upon
the following prominent tenets of CRTT to situate our work and examine our experiences
online: 1) the intercentricity of socio-technical racism; 2) challenge to dominant ideology; 3)
commitment to social justice; 4) the centrality of experiential knowledge; 5) and the
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interdisciplinary perspective (Bell, 1992; Solórzano & Yosso, 2000; Perez Huber, 2009; Perez
Huber & Solórzano, 2015; Tanksley, 2019, 2022b).
CRTT in conversation with healing justice frameworks help analyze the mental health
impacts of the rampantness of anti-Blackness online. Healing justice also centers ancestral
healing approaches Black youth use to survive and rejects white supremacist approaches to
mental health that conceptualize wellness as an individualized, temporary endeavor (Kindred
Southern Healing Justice Collective, 2021) through the following guiding frameworks: 1)
restoration, 2) reclamation, and 3) reclamation (Ginwright, 2015a).
Furthermore, we draw upon Crenshaw’s (1990) theorizing of intersectionality as a
tool to help us explore the nuances of how our lived experiences on(off)line are impacted by
our multiple identities simultaneously. She defines intersectionality as an “analytic
sensibility, a way of thinking about identity and its relationship to power” (Crenshaw, 2015)
that was conceptualized as she thought about Black women’s multifaceted experiences. We
name our gendered experiences while advocating at Mizzou to exploit the ways anti-Black
racism adapts and works to create intercommunal harm and recognize how white
supremacy’s craftiness aims to suppress both of us. As friends and scholars, we reject the
ways white supremacy works to divide. We noticed how our intersectional identities created
unique experiences for us on(off)line and acknowledged these tensions to exploit how antiBlackness functions.
Methods/Methodology
Guided by the theoretical frameworks of critical race technology theory, healing
justice, and intersectionality, we sought out methods that would uplift and honor our lived
experiences. Therefore, we use critical co-constructed autoethnography as our data collection
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tool to examine how we used Twitter to work towards collective healing and advocacy as
Black students at Mizzou through a reflective content analysis of our own tweets. Critical coconstructed autoethnography is rooted in critical theory, critical pedagogy, and critical race
theory and as a practice and method creates “opportunities for solidarity among marginalized
groups as well as across difference, inspiring those in spaces of privilege to be allies in social
justice work” (Cann & DeMeulenaere, 2012, pg. 147). We situate our work in this
methodology so that we can reflect, process, and heal together, and intentionally create joy for
ourselves through collaborating on this study in community with one another. By leveraging
content analysis in our study, we are able to name the injustices we experienced at Mizzou
while also showcasing how we resisted by healing in community. We engaged in data
saturation and coded our data around three main themes.
Results
Three main findings emerged from our content analysis on how we leveraged Twitter
to advocate and heal: 1) the importance of being vulnerable and honest about the racial battle
fatigue we experience; 2) digital organizing as a tool to hold institutions accountable; 3) Black
youth show love online through digital micro-affirmations.
The importance of being vulnerable and honest about the racial battle fatigue we experience
During our time at Mizzou, we knew Black folks on our campus and community were
constantly grieving and struggling to process. These two tweets highlight the racial battle
fatigue we were experiencing. We chose to be vulnerable about our experiences and although
it was uncomfortable it brought us closer together as we were able to have deeply honest
conversations about our wellness. This was a difficult first step, but a necessary one because
our honesty helped us build community and think about what we could do to further support
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each other. Restoration took place as we resisted the urge to “hold it down” and decided to
“let go” and be transparent about our experiences and encourage others to “let go” with us
(Greene, et. al., 2021).
Digital organizing as a tool to hold institutions accountable
As we continued to “let go” together so that we could heal, we also joined Black
Mizzou students in tweeting about Mizzou. Our institution constantly held performative
meetings and claimed to listen to our concerns, but we never felt heard or saw any change that
positively impacted our experiences. The nationally trending hashtag #BlackAtMizzou was
created led by a fellow undergraduate student, AJ Foster in the Summer of 2020 so that we all
had a central space to virtually demonstrate and share experiences of “injustice, racism, and
prejudice at MU” (Cowden, 2020; Steidley, 2020). This was another opportunity to heal
together as we shared our stories and demanded that Mizzou make transformative changes and
engage in healing justice by resisting “hegemonic notions of justice” (Ginwright, 2015a).
Black youth show love online through digital micro-affirmations
We wanted to find ways to show love online to each other as well to counter the racist
and negative trending stereotypes and traumatic content on our feeds. Our activism also looks
like taking a moment to pause and uplift each other. These digital micro-affirmations were
often pleasant, unplanned tweets where we would publicly show love to each other. Based on
our intersectional experiences, how we showed love looked different. She tweeted about being
thrilled about having class with him to not only affirm his racial identity, but his gender as
well as they were the only Black students in the course and the education class was majority
women. He shouted out Black women throughout the summer of 2020 to highlight how Black
women always show up in the movement, but unfortunately their stories often go unheard. He
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wanted to do this to support the demands for justice for Breonna Taylor and honor the Black
women in his life. The healing justice framework reclamation is present as he highlighted
Black women and centered them in ways dominant society does not.
Significance
Current scholarship about how healing justice frameworks are leveraged primarily
focus on face-to-face contexts (Chevez-Diaz & Lee, 2015; Ginwright, 2015a; Greene et. al.,
2021; Juárez Mendoza, 2020). While healing justice in digital spaces is undertheorized, it is
becoming an increasingly popular and accessible tool and survival tactic for Black youth. The
fugitive space we created on Twitter kept our spirits lifted while attending an institution that
continuously ignored our needs. Ultimately, our unwavering commitment to the abolishment
of White supremacy, our love for each other, and for our people, sustained us as we craftily
produced digital counterspaces where joy was cultivated. This work can help inform future
understandings of how Black youth use technology and inform how to create social media
platforms designed for and by Black youth so that they can engage in healing without the
binds of white supremacy (Tanksley, 2019).
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Figures for the Results
The importance of being vulnerable and honest about the racial battle fatigue we experience
Digital organizing as a tool to hold institutions accountable
Black youth show love online through digital micro-affirmations
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Raising Black Boy Joy: Will Diverse Books Increase Black Parents Trust in Educators of
Elementary Aged Black Boys?
Charlitta Hatch
University of North Carolina, Charlotte

Abstract
The purpose of this research is to provide an innovative approach to increasing trust among
Black parents and educators of elementary aged Black boys. Representation matters at home and
at school. The images that students are exposed to create the narrative of who children are and
can be. Black parents know the risks of labels being placed on their Black sons and the impact of
the school-to-prison pipeline. This causes Black parents to have a lack of trust in the educational
system regarding their sons. Can an increase of diverse books and classroom materials help
Black parents trust educators more?
Keywords: Black boys, literature, elementary
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Raising Black Boy Joy: Will Diverse Books Increase Black Parents Trust in Educators of
Elementary Aged Black Boys?
When my son arrived, I established a goal to read two books a day with him. Together,
we read a variety of books featuring animals, shapes, children, and letters. I enjoyed picture
books where I was able to make up my own bedtime story. During those moments, I would
usually make him the lead character and use his favorite toys or foods all throughout the story. A
few months into our reading time, I began to take inventory of the children’s books within our
home library. I became intrigued by the lack of diversity in the children’s books within our
home, and specifically the lack of every day stories featuring young Black boys as the
protagonist.
I started to get more specific on the type of book that I was looking for – featuring a
young Black boy. Many people love the children’s book I Love You Forever by Robert Munsch.
It is a story of a mother who loves her son and follows their journey from the son being raised by
his mother, until the son ends up being the caregiver for his mother until she dies. I loved this
story and the bond that it represents between a mother and her son. I felt confident that I would
be able to find this every-day story told with mothers and sons from different cultural
backgrounds. I decided to look on-line to see if I could find a few versions of this book and
surprisingly, I could not find it. Instead, I found that there are more books with animals and
trucks as the protagonist, than there are about people of Color.
I immediately leveraged my experience as a consultant, focused on problem-solving
through sustainable solutions, and my passion as a Black mother, to author children’s books with
Black boys as the leading protagonist. My experience as a two-time children’s book author
allows me to authentically saturate the print media industry, as well as social media and
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television media with positive images of Black boys. I am also able to foster courageous
conversations about the role children’s books in our homes and schools play in changing the
negative narrative of Black boys in America to a positive one.
My entire life I have been exposed to the positive images of Black boys through my own
personal encounters. Alternatively, I have watched the media publish demonizing images and
stereotypes of Black boys that did not match my everyday experience. As a parent, I am
passionate about marrying the media images of Black boys with the actual joy and experience
that exists within my everyday life. I believe that once the two images match, society will begin
to see Black boys as humans and not “things” such as a thug or athlete. The labels that are put on
Black boys allows society to detach itself from the idea that Black boys are indeed humans that
are loved by their mothers and bring joy to those around them. I began to reflect further on the
images that dominate the various forms of media, specifically children’s books. Through my
reflection, I identified my research question: Will diverse books and classroom materials
increase the trust of Black parents of educators of Black elementary aged boys? This research
will provide critical thought leadership on the importance of representation in children’s books to
Black parents in classroom settings.
Literature Review
The Benefits of Reading Interesting and Relatable Content
Reading is fundamental and a critical skill that is needed as children journey through life.
Developing the interest in reading can happen in a variety of settings including home and school.
Research conducted by Rahmawati et al. (2021) shows there are eight reasons why children
should develop a fondness in reading. These reasons include: 1) can make children read well, 2)
can have a high linguistic understanding such as speaking, writing, and understanding ideas well,
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3) can excel in every field, 4) can overcome insecurity about academic abilities, 5) can provide a
variety of perspectives, 6) can help children have affection, 7) can expose children to a world
filled with possibilities, and 8) can develop a creative mindset and gain happiness in life
(Rahmawati et al., 2021, p. 114). These reasons emphasize the importance of fostering the love
of reading in children and further highlight the benefits of reading beyond the school walls.
Akanda et al. (2013) state that “Increasing students’ fondness for reading is essential to building
their knowledge and turning them into lifelong students” (p. 10). Fostering a love of learning is
necessary for children to become adaptable adults.
There are four components to measure a student’s interest in reading. The four
components are awareness, attention, frequency, and pleasure. Each of the components can be
influenced by internal and external factors (Harris & Sipay, 1985; Sandjaja, 2001). One of the
primary external influences that impacts a student’s interest in reading is reading selection,
which can be addressed by providing interesting content (Akanda et al., 2013; Sandjaja, 2001;
Tarigan, 2008). When trying to gauge whether a child is relating to a book character, or
understanding the underlying lesson within a book, it is worth paying close attention to what they
spontaneously say during the reading as well as what they remember afterwards (Kruse et al.,
2021). This can be assessed by watching for signs like whether the child points out the
illustrations, notices similarities or differences, or tries to guess what is happening next.
Interesting content for many readers could also be relatable content. Relatable content is
content where one can see themselves or others through the characters in the story. When we can
relate to the content, we become much more interested in the journey that the characters will take
(Souto-Manning, 2009). The journeys the characters take can also shape the journey we believe
that we can take. A review of existing research reveals considerable evidence that children’s
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literature can serve as a useful resource for supporting principles of diversity (Souto-Manning,
2009). Providing diverse and relatable reading content for children can reinforce positive selfimages, principles of diversity, and introduce children to others who are different. To further
explore relatable content in children’s books, we must examine how the content is typically
published. According to the Cooperative Children’s Book Center, 50% of children’s books
depicted White characters, 27% depicted Animals/Others, 10% depicted Black characters, 7%
Asian Pacific Islander/Asian American, 5% Latinx, and 1% American Indians/First Nations
(Huck & Dahlen, 2019). Nearly 80% of children’s book content depicted White characters or
animals and objects in the children’s book stories. In addition to children being exposed to
children’s books at home, they are also exposed in a variety of different early childhood
education facilities.
Books are one of the tools that help children develop an awareness and recognition of
diversity early in life. Bar-Haim et al. (2006) found in a study of thirty-six infants, that children
develop a bias towards their own race as early as three to six months of age. A study by Larsen
et al. (2018) found that preschool-aged children were better able to understand the moral of a
story and apply it to real-life situations when the story was presented with human characters
rather than anthropomorphized animal characters. In their conclusion, the authors suggested that
these children may have related more to human characters than to animal characters, and that this
relatability may have made it easier for them to transfer what they learned from the book with
human characters to real-life situations (Kruse et al., 2021). The publishing industry should take
more ownership in the content that is published to ensure that the images and materials that are
in children’s homes and schools reflect the diverse make-up and inclusive world we want to
continue to build.
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Studies such as those conducted by Larsen et al. (2018) and Kucirkova et al. (2014a, b)
shed light on the impact that a single storybook reading can have on a young child. For example,
following their retellings, some participants would make comments such as, “I have a frisbee at
home,” connecting the story to their own lives through the presence of a particular object without
ever mentioning the characters within the story. It is important to have diverse authors and
illustrators a part of the diverse storytelling so that the story is authentic. Children connect with
different components of the children’s books beyond the character’s name and race. To increase
interest and ensure the content is relatable, representation at the writing and drawing tables is
key.
The images that we take in early as a young child can shape conscious and unconscious
bias. Adam et al. (2020) states “Continual exposure to such literature can cumulatively impact
children’s long-term attitudes and perceptions of diversity and well-being.” (p.13, 17-20)
Children spend most of their time in the classroom, yet many classrooms do not have images that
reflect their diverse students. Evidence suggests that many educators hold limited understandings
and beliefs about diversity which can contribute to inequitable provision and use of diverse
books and to inequitable outcomes of book sharing for many children (Souto-Manning et al.,
2009). Additional evidence suggests that educators are often hesitant to discuss issues relating to
equality, power, values, and attitudes because they lack confidence and knowledge which is
compounded by a lack of resources (Boutte et al., 2011). Others suggest that educators may
avoid talking about race and racial issues, believing that children are too young for such
discussions, or such a discussion might be considered racist in itself (Beneke & Cheatham,
2019). The reoccurring theme is that there is a lack of training, confidence, and awareness for
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educators. The evidence clearly states the need for representation in classrooms and the impact
on students.
There is some evidence that some educators working in diverse settings and having a
high level of cultural competence can still use books to teach in a culturally responsive way even
when those books do not reflect diversity (Mendoza, 2001). Ultimately, this suggests that
interactions between pedagogical practices, children’s literature, and children’s learning will
depend, in part, upon educators’ professional knowledge, their training, confidence, skills, and
judgements and the quality and relevance of the literature they share with children. Despite this,
there is a gap in the evidence on how educators’ understandings of diversity impact on their
pedagogy and practice (Buchori, 2015).
Applying Culturally Relevant and Responsive Pedagogy to Children’s Literature
Providing interesting and relatable content for students requires culturally relevant and
responsive pedagogy to be leveraged when choosing content. Embracing these methodologies
consistently allows for students to be at the center of the instruction and for them to learn in a
way that is meaningful to them. Educators can determine if Culturally Relevant Pedagogy (CRP)
is being applied based on three tenets: “(a) Students must experience academic success; (b)
develop and/or maintain cultural competence; and (c) develop a critical consciousness through
which they challenge the status quo of the current social order” (Ladson-Billings, 1995a, p. 160).
CRP requires that the students are thriving and curious throughout the learning journey.
In addition to being culturally relevant, educators must be culturally responsive as well.
Being culturally responsive means “using cultural knowledge, prior experiences, frames of
reference, and performance styles of ethnically diverse students to make learning encounters
more relevant to and effective for [students]” (Gay, 2000, p. 29). Being responsive means that as
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society and community trends and needs evolve, the educator applies that to the classroom. For
example, an educator could be providing culturally relevant literature in the classroom for the
students; but if there is an election, an officer-involved shooting, or a major achievement in the
diverse community and the educator does not incorporate that in the lesson, then they are not
being responsive and could lose credibility with the students.
It is important that educators leverage culturally responsive and relevant pedagogy when
instructing students. The combination of culturally responsive and culturally relevant approaches
being applied in the classroom is often referred to as culturally informed literacy instruction.
Fairbanks et al. (2009) described approaches that increased student talk as culturally informed
because such approaches “make a space for students to bring their own language and cultural
knowledge to the meaning-making process” (p. 595). They grouped culturally informed literacy
instruction into three categories: (a) changing classroom participation structures, (b) cultural
modeling, and (c) creating hybrid spaces (Fairbanks et al., 2009, pp. 595-597). As educators seek
to continue to shape the curriculum to be culturally relevant and responsive the approach to
instruction must reflect that starting with the books and materials that students have for their
lessons
Summary
When educators use CRP through literature, they actively involve children in engaging
with diverse literature and exploring meaning, viewpoints, ideas, and responses to books that
reflect their own worlds and, importantly, the world of those different to themselves (Colby &
Lyon, 2004). This is something that parents can do to reinforce a positive self-identity for Black
boys. Evidence suggests that exploring race and culture, including through literature and
literature discussion, can contribute to children’s worldviews and the development of their sense
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of identity and well-being. Changing the narrative of Black boys using children’s books can start
with one book and be built from there. Teachers and students need access to more inclusive and
authentic children’s books. Children will be able to see themselves and identify similarities and
differences. By learning and connecting with the diverse characters in the children’s books,
children will be able to see everyday stories of people who might look different from them.
Celebrating those differences can help children at an early age find common ground beyond the
stereotypes that are constantly flooding various forms of media. There were insufficient number
of studies that showed how diverse children’s books impact children from a Black parents’
perspective. Further, there was an insufficient number of studies that talked about Black parents’
views without a disadvantaged and impoverished lens. There is a need for more research that
shows these perspectives and outcomes from studies. This is what isn’t yet addressed, so I am
about to address it right now.
Methods
Introduction
There is a need to increase the trust between Black parents of Black boys in elementary
schools and their teachers. This research is focused on determining if Black parents saw diverse
books in their Black son’s classroom that would increase the trust the parent may have of the
teacher. To answer the research question, the researcher focused on gathering three sources of
data to triangulate to include a mixed-method survey, formal interviews, and focus groups. The
results of this data provided a narrative inquiry that would help to shape the innovative approach
and recommendation.
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Participants
Middle class Black parents of elementary aged Black boys are underrepresented in
research. This researcher intentionally reached out to Black organizations that are associated
with upward mobile Black families like Black Greek Letter Organizations, Historically Black
College and University Alumni Associations, and Jack and Jill of America, Inc. The researcher
encouraged initial participants to share within their networks to help gain a broader reach. Fiftytwo parents with similar educational and socioeconomic backgrounds participated in the study.
Thirty-eight parents responded to the ten-question mixed-method survey, two parents
participated in a one-on-one formal interview, and twelve parents participated in a focus group
that was conducted over three nights. Each of the Black parents are raising Black sons in an
elementary school. The participants self-identified Black, parents of Black sons, middle-class
and above, and with at least two active parents or caregivers. Parents who also identified as
educators were asked to participate in a one-on-one interview (see Appendix A).
Materials
The researcher procured a paid Zoom account to conduct the focus group and one-on-one
interview sessions. The paid account for Zoom allows for the researcher to record the sessions
and to conduct the sessions longer than forty minutes. The researcher also used a paid Academic
Facilitator to take notes on the nonverbal reactions and other key observations of the participants.
The researcher used a free Sign-up genius account to register the participants and allow them to
select the date and time that would be most convenient for them to participate in the focus group
and the one-on-one interview. The focus group was allotted for a 90-minute session and the
interview was allotted a 60-minute session.
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The response sheet consisted of ten questions that each participant received after the
focus group discussion was conducted. Each participant received an identical electronic response
sheet to record their interactions and feedback. The response sheet included questions regarding
their role in the life of their Black son, the types of books their son liked to read, and the
recommendations they provide their son’s teacher on books to have in the classroom. The
researcher asked participants to provide an action they would want their son’s teacher to take and
one thing they wish their son’s teacher knew about their son as a Black parent (see Appendix B).
Procedures
The focus group discussion happened with no more than seven participants in any one
session over Zoom. The focus group was intentionally scheduled at three different times for the
participants to choose the time best for their schedule so that they could be reasonably distraction
free. For each session, participants consented to the Zoom call being recorded and participating
in the study and received instructions orally and in writing. The researcher provided written and
oral instructions for the participants to introduce themselves and include consistent demographic
information. Each participant was given 60 seconds to complete the introduction and a timer was
used to keep the conversation on track. The researcher then shared the remaining questions on
the screen and went through each question before the focus group conversations began. This was
a critical step to make sure all participants were aligned on terms and had time to begin
processing their response. At the conclusion of the focus group, all participants were given three
minutes to complete the electronic response sheet that was posted using the chat function in
Zoom to support the conversation in the focus group. After completing their response sheet, the
participants had the opportunity to ask any questions they had about the research. In addition to
the focus group, parent participants who identified as educators participated in a 60-minute one-
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on-one interview, regarding their role as a parent educator and how that shapes the way they
parent at home and educate at school. The researcher asked the participants eleven questions that
included if they supplemented curriculum and employed intentional strategies for their students
based on their experiences as a Black parent of Black son.
Design and Analyses
The data was collected in three focus group settings, three one-on-one interviews, and a
response sheet. The researcher viewed the data as a narrative inquiry. The researcher and
observer coded for ideas, patterns, themes, and frequently used words or phrases as a leading
indicator of important themes. The researcher refined the list by eliminating and combining
outliers or things that are duplicative. The nominal data included gender, type of school their son
attended, and profession. The items were analyzed both independently and dependently.
Results
Data was collected from three different sources using qualitative and quantitative
methodologies. The sources used were surveys, focus groups, and interviews. The results section
will provide insight into what would increase the trust of Black parents of Black boys in
elementary school. Results are also divided into subcategories to represent the different
information collected to support the innovation.
Survey Data. This data subgroup includes the survey responses scored using mixed
method responses in the questions so the researcher could synthesize the responses. In the survey
questions one, two, four, five, six, and seven are quantifiable questions. The results are in
Appendix C.
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Formal interview questions. The researcher had an extended conversation with two
participants that were educators and parents of Black sons in elementary school. The participants
were also included in the survey and focus groups. The results are in Appendix D.
Focus Groups. The researcher conducted three focus groups with twelve participants
(nine females and three males) that were Black parents of Black sons in elementary school.
There were four major themes that emerged throughout the focus groups. The themes include
increase Black male elementary educators, provide experiential learning opportunities, increase,
and improve parent and teacher communication, and expand the diverse books used in the
classroom.
Increase Black male elementary educators. Many Black parents of Black sons stated
that they want to see Black male elementary educators in grade-level positions. Black parents felt
that even if their Black son was not in the class of the Black male educator, just the fact that he
was a part of the grade level team would increase their trust in their son’s classroom teacher.
Black parents reflected on what roles they saw Black males in growing up through their own
education to the present with their own son. Many of the roles include the School Resource
Office, PE teachers, janitor, or behavior specialist. Many commented that they did not see a
grade level or subject matter Black male educator until high school. The conversation continued
around Black males not seen as nurturers, but enforcers or a threat and that is why they are not
encouraged to go into elementary grade level roles.
Every participant in the focus group was in a two-parent home. It is important to note that
the need for Black male educators was not because there was a lack in Black men in their Black
son’s life. The conversation was about making sure that their Black son would be represented in
grade level meetings, plannings, etc. so that their Black son would be centered in conversations
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related to education. Black parents trust that if a Black man is at the table and their Black son is
being singled out unfairly, then the Black male educator would help to redirect or provide insight
to either the parent or his peer teachers.
Provide experiential learning opportunities. Black parents of Black sons unanimously
agreed that they wanted their Black sons in an environment that provided the opportunity for
their sons to have hands-on and real-world situations to connect their studies. Each parent spoke
about the need for movement and ways their Black sons learned beyond the text. In addition to
hands-on learning in the classroom, there was a strong desire to go outside of the classroom and
into the broader community to connect the lessons and expose Black boys to ways in which
learning can be fun. There was also an aha moment around how there are select schools that
seem to provide a movement based, hands-on learning approach. This moment also brought to
light that the majority of the Black parents in the focus group did not have their Black sons in
their assigned neighborhood schools as they saw the lack of movement as a deterrent.
Additionally, they highlighted that they did not think their Black sons would thrive in the current
way they saw their neighborhood school operate.
Increase and improve parent teacher communication. Black parents of Black sons
want to have proactive communication with their son’s teacher. Many parents felt that their
communication with the teacher was initiated by them and reactive to a situation that occurred.
For example, several parents noted that their child would come home from school and tell them
something and the parent would have to reach out to the teacher to understand what happened
and come up with a path forward. The parents wondered what would happen if the child had not
come home and shared and wondered what might be happening in the classroom that is
inappropriate toward their child that child may not understand. Parents yearned for more
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communication that was positive and an opportunity for parents and teachers to partner together
to course correct situations. Parents also wanted to talk about their desire for more diverse
teachings and readings throughout the year but did not always feel safe and equipped enough to
have the conversation. Parents did not know where to start and were not sure if they should have
meetings at the beginning of the year with their son’s teacher or wait until parent and teacher
conferences.
Expand the diverse books in the classroom. The participants shared the types of books
that their sons like to read. They all agreed that if the book was on a topic that their son was
interested in that they saw their son enjoying reading. Many of them said their son was able to
read any book they wanted at school with the only rule being that they read every day. Parents
also said that their students complained about not being able to find the books they want in their
classroom or the school library. One parent shared that they only like reading at home and not at
school because they could not find the books that they were interested in at school. Parents
wanted the teachers to choose books that reflect the interest of their sons during story time,
lessons references, and for the books to be made available during independent reading. Parents
suggested that the teachers help the students find books that they are interested in to increase
engagement and reach out to parents on a defined cadence to keep the books of interest included
in the classroom rotation. Parents were open to providing recommendations, helping to donate
books, and supporting in the lessons, but were rarely asked and were unsure if the teacher would
be receptive. Parents are interested in how to help without also doing the teacher's job and
reinventing the wheel every year and across each individual school.
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Discussions and Implications
Implications
Nearly a decade has passed since the murder of Trayvon Martin, a twelve-year-old boy
who was murdered at the hands of police for walking in his neighborhood. Since then, the cry for
Black boys to be humanized in the eyes of the media, the law, and educators has been on an
uprise. Recently, the Black Lives Matter movement hit a peak in the summer of 2020 as a
response to the murder of George Floyd that went viral at the hands of social media and smart
phones. For centuries, Black parents have had a heightened sense of awareness to protect their
Black sons from the various systems. Yet in 2022, that protectiveness from Black parents still
exists and is felt where young Black boys spend most of their time, which is at school.
The purpose of this study was to hear directly from Black parents of Black elementary
aged boys what would increase their trust in their son’s teacher. This research is being conducted
less than two years after the of Black Lives Matter and the impact of the various forms of media
in the way people including educators see Black boys. This study seeks to understand if diverse
books and classroom materials in the classroom could make a difference in the trust of Black
parents. As a result of the research, the majority of parents said yes, their trust would increase,
but that is not enough. Over the course of the conversation, the word “safety” was used
interchangeably with trust. Black parents have a distrust with their Black elementary aged sons
in the educational system because they do not feel their sons are safe. Participants were asked to
elaborate on what safe meant and some of the descriptors included “protecting joy and
innocence” “not being over disciplined” and “age-appropriate expectations regardless of race.”
Learning this while increasing representation in the form of books would be a step for Black
parents to trust the consciousness of the teacher, that representation in a variety of forms would
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be needed to make Black parents trust that their Black sons are safe. This would need to include
Black male educators in leadership roles within the elementary school and primary teaching roles
at every grade level.
Limitations
The participants in this study were Black middle-class parents. Previous research centers
on Black boys from a socioeconomic disadvantage limiting the number of existing studies the
researcher could leverage. The researcher wanted to interview Black elementary male educators
that had a Black elementary aged son. After reaching out to ten principals the researcher was not
able to identify one Black male educator to interview. The Black elementary educator and parent
perspective would have enhanced the study.
Conclusion
Black parents of Black elementary aged boys recognize that there is a lack of trust
between the parents and teachers of the Black elementary aged boys. There are many steps that
need to be taken to increase trust, but an actionable first is to increase the amount of diverse
books and classroom materials in the class. To make it easier for parents and educators, the
researcher will create a platform by grade-level for educators to order diverse books, classroom
materials, and corresponding lesson plans for their students. This will act as a toolkit for
educators to use throughout the year and will be vetted and endorsed by Black parents.
Additionally, this platform will have a parent page that will provide parents templates to initiate
conversations if their son’s teacher has not diversified the classroom enough. The templates
could include introductory letters to teachers, suggestions on favorite books, and providing them
the information to find this platform. The consolidated platform will be mutually beneficial for
the parents and the educators. The Black parents are finding themselves creating supplemental
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coursework to provide their Black son’s teachers. The Black parents in the study want to have
the ability to influence and shape their Black son’s classroom experience but could benefit from
not having to reinvent the wheel when other Black parents are creating and looking for the same
type of information. The educators may have a willingness to diversify their classroom books
and materials but may not know how to do it. This is where an increased partnership and
communication between the parents and teachers will increase trust and have a life-long impact
on the Black boy in the classroom.
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Appendix A
Invitation to Participate in the Focus Group
Some of you may know that I am in my final semester of graduate school. As a part of
my graduation, I am conducting an action research project focused on Black boys and
their parents. I would like to invite you to take part in a focus group that will allow for
Black parents of elementary-aged Black boys to share what would increase their trust for
their son's teacher. This will be conducted over Zoom. The focus group should last no
longer than one and a half hours. There is no preparation needed to attend.
If you identify as Black and a parent/caregiver of a Black son and would like to take part
in the focus group, please let us know by registering here. Please also share with anyone
in your network that you know is raising a Black son. I am looking for a diverse group of
mothers, fathers, grandmothers, etc.
Thank you in advance,
Charlitta
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Appendix C
Q1. Are you a parent of a Black son in elementary school?
Answer Choices

Responses

Yes - Mother

81.58%

31

Yes – Father

10.53%

4

Yes - Primary Caregiver (That does not identify as a mother or father)

5.26%

2

No

2.63%

1

Q2. Do you read books at home with
your son?
Answer Choices
Yes

Responses
94.74% 36

No

5.26%

2

Q4. Do you read the types of books at
home that your son likes?
Answer Choices

Responses

Yes

89.47% 34

No

10.53%

4

Q5. Does your son's teacher read those
books at school?
Answer Choices

Responses

Yes

55.26% 21

No

44.74% 17
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Q6. How open is your son's teacher to receiving book recommendations from you?
Answer Choices

Responses

1 - Not open at all to recommendations from me

5.26%

2

2 - Open to receive recommendations from me during Black History Month

5.26%

2

3 - Neutral - I have not provided recommendations and I have not been asked for
recommendations

63.16% 24

4 - Open to receive recommendations from me throughout the school year

21.05%

8

5.26%

2

5 - Proactively reaches out to me for recommendations

Q7. Does your son’s interest in reading
change based on the type of books he is
reading?
Answer Choices

Responses

Yes

68.42% 26

No

31.58% 12

In the survey questions three, eight, nine, and ten are qualitative questions. The results are below.
Q3. What type of books does your son like to read?

40

Q8. Do you feel more trust when a teacher has Black books and/or classroom materials in
your son’s classroom? (If yes, please provide details).

41

Q9. What is one action that your son’s teacher could take within their classroom to
continue to build your trust?

42

Q10. What is one thing that you would want your son’s teacher to know as a parent of a
Black son?
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Appendix D

1. Introduction and Demographics
a. AH –Married with 3 children – 18 (girl), 14 (girl), and 6 (boy) – began teaching
when first child was 3 weeks old as the research at that time showed that if first
year teachers started after the school year started, they would not be successful in
their teaching career. K-1 Public school educator, administrator in diverse magnet
public schools, Literacy Facilitator in Title 1 Public school, Elementary school IB
Principal
b. RP – Married with one ten-year-old, 5th grade son. I was teaching a decade before
I had my son and have spent my career at Title 1 Elementary schools.
2. How long have you been an educator?
a. AH - 18 years
b. RP - 21 years
3. How long have you been a parent?
a. AH - 18years
b. RP - 11 years
4. How do you feel being an educator helps you to raise your Black son?
a. AH - My greatest gift has been having children. I have always gone into the
classroom with the heart of a parent. Responding to parents and students as if this
were my son. Being an educator has instilled in me the importance of building up
your child. Children pick up on differences in the classroom and it’s important
how you have those conversations. It’s also important to learn what motivates
your child since every child is different.
b. RP -I was an educator for 10 years and I believe that has helped me to have more
patience with my son. I have also been able to see things through the eyes of a
child. I am constantly wondering what children are thinking and can take that
approach with my son to show I am interested in him.
5. How do you feel being an educator hinders you when raising your Black son?
a. AH – As an educator, there are some things I feel I cannot address as a parent
particularly because my last 2 children are or have attended my schools. I have to
take a step back and allow my husband to address things. I have extended more
grace to teachers because I know what it feels like being an educator and assume
positive intent. I have been mindful to take the educator lens off as a parent
sometimes when responding to my children.
b. RP – As an educator it has been hard to allow my child to experience things on
his own without stepping in on everything. I am constantly wondering what he is
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learning and if he is progressing as he should based on the standards that I know
all too well.
6. As a parent, do you feel that it’s hard for you to trust the school system because of your
career in education?
a. AH – That’s a hard question. I believe it’s hard for me not because of the teachers
themselves, but because of the way the system is designed. The system is not
designed for our Black children especially our sons to thrive. From the
curriculum, testing, and discipline methods it was built from a method of
exclusion and not inclusion. So, I am always watching for that. Additionally, I
give a lot of grace to the system and educators because I know how hard it is to do
the work that we do.
b. RP – Yes. I see that just like in the world there are people who mean well and
some that do not. I wish school did more to build relationships with parents and
the broader community. I think students would excel academically if schools
would help establish a village.
7. As an educator, do you feel that you supplement the curriculum to meet your diverse
students need because of your role as a parent?
a. AH – Yes. I am always looking for ways to expand the curriculum to be more
inclusive. Having my children at the school has allowed me to be able to say to
other parents that I am making this decision not only as a Principal, but also a
parent. I encourage my teachers to include different types of media, special
guests, ensure their classroom books and materials reflect the world and not just
the make-up of the students. I definitely put a huge emphasis on culturally
relevant teaching and culturally responsive practices (Ron Clark Academy, Book
Studies, Lewis Consultants). We have invested a significant amount of funding to
this work over my tenure as a Principal.
b. RP – Absolutely. I have predominantly Black students in a Title 1 school. I view
the curriculum as a guide and try to incorporate real life experiences so the
students can relate. Some examples might be using the types of food they eat or
asking the students what they know so I can build off that. This allows me to
bring in cultural experiences and then affirm them and their experiences as well.
8. What intentional strategies do you employ as it relates to curriculum and classroom
materials that you feel should be universal to all educators?
a. AH – I definitely put a huge emphasis on culturally relevant teaching and
culturally responsive practices, relationship building, restorative practices, diverse
textbooks and literature.
b. RP – I am very intentional about the books we read and how my classroom is setup. As my students are mostly Black, I am always seeking out diverse books,
posters with Black children, and different types of music. Representation matters.
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9. What type of support do you feel educators need from parents regarding classroom books
and engagement of Black boys?
a. AH – I would say parent support in having an open mind to literature of students
and supporting classroom libraries with donations is a support as well. The
parent-teacher connection is key in understanding student’s motivation and
interests to keep students engaged.
b. RP – Parents should advocate for their son’s interest. Create a dialogue with the
teacher and offer suggestions on the types of books that your son would be
interested in reading.
10. What advice do you have for educators of Black boys regarding classroom books and
materials?
a. AH – There shouldn’t be a situation where a child feels foreign. All students
deserve to see themselves in the classroom with other students, books, and
materials. Everyone tends to gravitate to who we are and what we look like. The
same way we find comfort in those circles, our children do as well. Culturally
relevant teaching and culturally responsive practices are key as well as
representation in literature. Encourage the work and make it intentional and not
forced.
b. RP – Get to know your students and be proactive with establishing a positive
relationship with your parents especially your Black parents of Black sons.
Understand their interests and do whatever you can to keep it. Think outside the
box and bring in the outside world to make it real.
11. Do you see an increase of engagement defined as participation and increased scores when
Black boys read books that have other Black boys in them?
a. AH – Yes, I have gone out of my way to bring in Black authors to our school.
Bringing in those authors has impacted engagement in a variety of ways. The
boys start to ask questions and see themselves as writers. When they see the boys
in the story they automatically ask if the story is about them. They are immersed
in the stories because it feels more relatable. The correlation to actual test scores
are research that I am not aware of. However, the connection of representation is
always powerful.
b. RP – Recently, I read the book I Promise by Lebron James. My Black boys
enjoyed the book so much. They were shouting out things in the story that looked
like things they had at home. They talked about Lebron James as if they knew
him. They asked the most questions about what it meant and wanted me to read
the book every day for weeks because it meant so much for them to hear that story
by such a famous Black man that made sure the illustrations looked like other
young Black boys.
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Cultural Capital: A Contributing Factor in the Success of High Achieving,
Low Income Engineering Students
Bethani Cogburn, Stephanie Galloway
University of North Carolina, Charlotte

Abstract
Due to the continued lack of diversity in engineering and the limited research on socioeconomic
status, the objective of this project was to understand how high-achieving, low-income
engineering students utilized cultural capital to carve successful academic pathways. This study
used a qualitative inductive approach to address the research question: how did high-achieving
low-income engineering students use cultural capital to succeed academically during COVID19? Results showed that participants utilized social, navigational, and aspirational capital to
succeed during the pandemic. The results expand understanding of this sample of students and
their resolve to succeed academically using cultural capital.
Keywords: cultural capital, engineering, low-income
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Cultural Capital: A Contributing Factor in the Success of High Achieving, Low Income
Engineering Students
One of the most significant concerns in the field of engineering is the lack of diversity. In
the last six decades, a considerable body of research has drawn attention to the disparate number
of professionals and students who represent historically underrepresented racial, ethnic and
gender groups. In 2021, Georgetown University Center on Education and Workforce reported
that 81% of the engineering workforce was White or Asian, 3% were Black or Latino women,
and 84% were men (Carnevale et al.). During the decade between 2009-2019, the number of
engineering degrees awarded to Latinx folks increased by 13% and by 3% for African American
folks. However, both groups are underrepresented in the engineering workforce (Carnevale et al.,
2021; National Science Board, 2022). Though the number of women engineers has increased
from 5.8% to 14% over the last twenty years, the fact remains that the number of women
engineers is drastically lower than their male counterparts (American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, 2012).
Diversifying the future engineering workforce is critical for the future growth of the
nation. In 2015, The President’s Council of Advisors in Science and Technology (PCAST) called
the lack of diversity across all STEM fields a national imperative given the exigent role of
science and technology in the nation’s economic stability, national security, and global influence
(Chen, 2013). As the current workforce approaches retirement age, the need to fill open positions
will be even greater. Moreover, census projections indicate significant growth among racial and
ethnic minorities populations which will create another potential pool of future engineers (US
Census Bureau, 2021). Arguments that support diversity in engineering have been focused on
race, ethnicity, and gender. However, much less is known about socioeconomic diversity in
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engineering. Hence, the emphasis of this study will be high achieving, low-income engineering
students.
Literature Review
Low-Income College Students
Recent data show that a mere 8.1% of students enrolled in undergraduate engineering
programs come from low-income families (NCES, 2016; Major et. al, 2018). Furthermore,
students from low-income backgrounds have higher attrition rates than their White and Asian
counterparts in STEM programs (Chen, 2013; Griffith, 2010; Hoxby & Avery, 2012). The
relative absence of low-income students enrolled in engineering programs has systemic effects.
Since engineering degrees typically lead to higher salaries, the underrepresentation of lowincome students impedes future earning potential that engineering degrees offer, thereby
perpetuating income inequality for decades to come (Major et. al, 2018; Wait & McDonald,
2019). Scholars from multiple disciplines agree that the shortage of women, Latinx, and African
Americans in engineering is an irrefutable crisis in academia.
While they may often face additional barriers to successfully accessing meaningful
college pathways, low-income college students can be determined and resilient in creating
success for themselves. Low-income college students experience increased self-worth and
success when they engage with pre-college mentors (Hurd et al., 2018), college faculty, and
peers (Holcombe & Kezar, 2020). Regularly scheduled meetings with mentors, faculty, and peers
can help these students to build deeper relationships that support their successful navigation of
college (Spindel Bassett, 2021). The cultural capital that these students build can lead to
increased ability to successfully navigate engineering pathways (Ruiz Alvarado et al., 2020).
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However, low-income college students often struggle to ask for help due to perceived
negative reactions and internalized views of help (Spindel Bassett, 2021). Low-income college
students are more likely to experience impostor syndrome and decreased self-worth when
engaged in cross-socioeconomic friendships (Jury et al., 2019; MacInnis et al., 2019).
Underrepresented college students need intentional social and structural support systems to
increase success in academic pathways (Ong et al., 2020). Thus, institutions that utilize
knowledge of the community cultural wealth framework (Samuelson & Litzler, 2016) to
construct programs may be able to increase the navigational capital and overall success in
engineering pathways for diverse low-income students (Kezar et al., 2020; Ruiz Alvarado et al.,
2020).
High-Achieving, Low-Income College Students
Most of the current literature on the experiences and needs of low-income college
students has not specifically focused on high-achieving, low-income students, though they were
inadvertently included (Ruiz Alvarado et al., 2020; Wilson, 2016). This group of students tend to
graduate at lower rates and attend less selective colleges, while also being more likely to
experience shame, lack of academic and social integration, and financial stress (Ruiz Alvarado et
al., 2020; Wilson, 2016). In a more recent study on high-achieving, low-income college
freshmen, students perceived a lack of social fit, uncaring professors, and a lack of support
(Wilson, 2019). In other words, these students are experiencing challenges in building cultural
capital in college, which has an impact on their ability to successfully matriculate into and
navigate through engineering academic pathways (Ruiz Alvarado et al., 2020).
While students in one study named study habits, self-esteem, finances, and the above
factors as challenges to their education, they also described a determined resolve to complete
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their goals (Wilson, 2019). However, the researcher noted that these challenges in attending
college also led to decreased confidence and increased uncertainty about college. Another
researcher concluded that high-achieving, low-income college students were successful and
resilient in college when they had the support of family, mentors, and teachers (Hebert, 2018). In
other words, high-achieving, low-income college students are successful when they have the
opportunity to utilize cultural capital to navigate college matriculation (Samuelson & Litzler,
2016).
Theoretical Framework
In this study, we sought to understand how high achieving, low-income students utilized
community cultural capital to successfully access academic pathways to engineering majors
during the COVID-19 global pandemic. The theoretical framework of community cultural wealth
(Ruiz Alvarado et al., 2020; Samuelson & Litzler, 2016) informed the research design and
thematic analysis of the data. This framework takes an asset-based understanding of
marginalized groups and looks to understand the systemic barriers to their success, rather than
perceived deficits. Specifically, six types of capital can build on each other to pave the way for
success for many marginalized populations, though this theory was initially based on
communities of color (Yosso, 2005). Aspirational, navigational, social, linguistic, familial, and
resistant capital are not considered to be mutually exclusive and help researchers to understand
how some students from marginalized backgrounds have overcome systemic barriers to their
success.
Previous studies utilizing this framework have identified the need for navigational
capital, or the ability to maneuver social institutions, among marginalized populations (Mobley
& Brawner, 2019; Ruiz Alvarado et al., 2020). However, the studies that we located were
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focused on using this framework to understand the experiences of Black and Hispanic students.
Because low-income college students have faced their own challenges to economic mobility and
success historically, we believe that the community cultural wealth framework (Yosso, 2005) can
aid us in building an understanding of this population’s strengths and resources. For instance,
low-income college students may not already be equipped with navigational capital typically
given by parents but can gain this support from other natural mentors, or nonparental adult
mentors that exist in a student’s pre-college social networks (Hurd et al., 2018). Thus, our
seminar design has the potential to increase cultural wealth for low-income college students
through peer group support, professional networking, and intentional mentoring.
Methods
In this qualitative study, we chose to take a basic inductive approach (Thomas, 2006) to
allow the voices of students to surface through the data. We did not form hypotheses prior to
conducting the research. Taking an exploratory perspective, we developed meaning and themes
based on the data itself, as the analysis developed. The codes produced in this research deepen
our understanding of the values expressed by students when discussing the cultural capital, they
utilized to successfully access and matriculate into engineering pathways.
Study Site & Participants
This study took place at a medium-sized southeastern university in the United States. In
2018, funding from the National Science Foundation (NSF) Scholarships in Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math (S-STEM) Program led to the development of a scholarship
program for high-achieving, low-income students admitted to any of the five engineering
programs offered. The S-STEM program was created to increase the number of underrepresented students in STEM (NSB, 2022). Our S-STEM scholarship program provides a wrap-
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around cohort experience that includes student support, mentoring, specialized advising, and
$40,000 of individual scholarship funding for four years. A purposeful sample of fifteen
undergraduate engineering students who were recipients of the S-STEM scholarship program,
and thus, participants in the S-STEM seminar were the focus of this study. The sample included
five women and ten men who were undergraduate students in civil engineering, computer
engineering, electrical engineering, electrical engineering technology, mechanical engineering,
and mechanical engineering technology. Participant demographics are shown in table 1.
Table 1.
Demographics of focus group participants

Major

Race

Gender

Civil Engineering

Hispanic/Black/White

M

Civil Engineering

White

F

Civil Engineering

White

M

Computer Engineering

Not disclosed

F

Electrical Engineering

Black

F

Electrical Engineering

Not disclosed

M

Electrical Engineering

Not disclosed

M

Electrical Engineering

Not disclosed

M

Electrical Engineering Technology

Black

F

Mechanical Engineering

Hispanic & White

M

Mechanical Engineering

White

M

Mechanical Engineering

Black

M

Mechanical Engineering

White

M

Mechanical Engineering Technology

Hispanic

M

University College

Black

F
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In the first year of the S-STEM program, the scholars participated in a weekly seminar,
led by the graduate research assistant, an advanced doctoral student in the college of education.
While the seminar experience was patterned after other successful S-STEM programs at
Appalachian State University (Tashakkori et al., 2018) and University of Wisconsin at
Milwaukee (Reisel et al., 2012), we modified our offerings based on scholar feedback. Tailored
to the developmental needs of traditional college students, our programming is designed to create
a cohort experience, develop the scholars’ independent problem-solving skills, and build their
confidence as future engineers.
Data Collection
Given the small sample size, we conducted three, online focus groups. Focus groups are
used widely in qualitative research and are beneficial for cultivating participant interactions and
free expression of multiple perspectives (Henneck et al., 2019; Jenkinson et al., 2019; Mertens,
2020). Being synergistic in nature, focus groups can create a safe environment for participants
and the focus group moderator to engage with one another. Using focus groups as an evaluative
tool, we also collected ideas to improve the mentoring component of the scholarship program. A
graduate research assistant conducted three, 1.5-hour focus group sessions during the Fall 2020
semester using Zoom for video and audio recording. There were five participants in each focus
group. After each focus group, the audio was transcribed using an external transcription service.
Analysis
To understand our data, we used a two-phase approach for data analysis. In phase one, all
focus group transcripts were reviewed for accuracy of transcription. Then, using methods coined
by Strauss and Corbin (1990), we read all transcripts line by line, studying fragments of the data
and labeling them with open codes. During the second phase, we developed axial codes from the
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open codes. Continual contrasting and comparison of open codes led to the development of
analytical themes, sub-themes, and conceptual linkages between the participants’ responses
(Thomas, 2006). Memos were also created to summarize themes and to identify analytical
connections throughout the data. Since the analytical process is iterative (Charmaz, 2014) open
codes, axial codes, and themes were refined and reconceptualized at multiple stages of the
analytic process. Throughout the coding process, memos were created for reflections and
thoughts about the focus group interviews.
Trustworthiness
Several steps were taken to ensure rigor and the trustworthiness of our study. We used the
tenets of credibility espoused by Lincoln and Guba (1989). Member checking between the
research team occurred by sharing the open and axial codes with the entire team. This step
allowed for discussion of the coding and thematic analysis. Furthermore, memos and
spreadsheets were created by the two main researchers to create a trail for the processes that we
used and to ensure that, if necessary, our study could be replicated by other qualitative
researchers.
Reflexivity
As researchers, it is important to practice reflexivity in identifying, announcing, and
bracketing our biases and assumptions about the nature of our research, including our
positionalities and relationship to the data and study participants (Smith & Luke, 2021). As a
doctoral research assistant, I have a strong belief in education and social justice, a strong passion
for supporting low-income college students and other underrepresented groups, and a personal
understanding of the significance of building cultural wealth in the successful navigation of
higher education. I bracketed my biases through ongoing conversations with other members of
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the research team and through the creation of memos during the research process. It is important
to note that I am not the same doctoral research assistant mentioned in the study design and
seminar facilitation section.
Findings
Our findings indicate three overall themes, with sub-themes: (a) social capital (mentoring
& peer support), (b) navigational capital (mentoring & resourcefulness), and aspirational capital
(problem-solving abilities) were forms of cultural capital utilized by low-income engineering
students to successfully navigate undergraduate engineering pathways during COVID-19. Our
sub-themes were fitted into the community cultural wealth framework (Yosso, 2005) to
conceptualize the various forms of capital that participants were utilizing to matriculate through
their engineering journeys. In the following sections, we will discuss each theme and utilize
participant quotes to illustrate salience and offer detailed meaning of the themes.
Social Capital (Mentoring & Peer Support)
Our first emergent theme, social capital, further validates the importance of building
relationships that are resources in a student’s success, as previously conceptualized by the
community cultural wealth framework (Yosso, 2005). Social capital describes the people and
community resources that students may use as a support in accessing or succeeding in an
institution or academic pathway (Samuelson & Litzler, 2016). This can range from community
organizations that support students in preparing their financial aid applications to social contacts
that students are able to access for homework help. Our participants described utilizing various
mentoring sources available to them to overcome challenges and depending on peer support to
make it through difficult moments. The participants seemed to particularly benefit from and
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value connections with mentors or peers that had shared experiences, such as navigating higher
education as a Black engineer.
One participant asserted the importance of connecting with their peers whether that be for
building their own social skills, working with teams in class, or creating networks for future
resourcing. When asked what skills they needed to access the engineering pathway, they stated,
“Um, social skills or teamwork. Uh, that's obviously important in almost anything these
days. Um, those two are the main ones and those are the ones I definitely practice the most
in high school. Aside from that, um, going, going back to social skills, just the ability to
[inaudible] that characteristic would be, but just being able to make connections easily is a
very important thing. And it goes to networking of course, but just being able to be a
people's person.”
Another participant described how meaningful it was for them to connect with other persons with
shared identities, noting a felt sense of support and collective success. When asked about how
they were succeeding so far in their academic program, this participant stated,
“So that's what I like about meeting other black engineers. It's like, we're all if you're
succeeding, I'm succeeding. I'm like we studied for a test together. I had never done
something like an actual study session that I felt was actually helpful. That was the first
time. Um, you know, if we have questions on homework, we can, we can ask each other
that type of stuff.”
This quote highlights the importance of not only building powerful social capital networks that
offer resources for academic success, but also of connecting with others who share intersectional
cultural identities and experiences.
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Navigational Capital (Mentoring & Resourcefulness)
Our second finding, navigational capital, illustrates the need for low-income students to
learn how to navigate complex administrative systems and locate faculty, staff, and institutional
resources that can assist them in doing such. Our participants discussed pre-college opportunities
that they had which afforded them early access to and knowledge of engineering pathways. This
type of access and early exposure to engineering can give them an advantage when they
matriculate into their engineering department. Specifically, professional interactions, or
mentoring, and a student’s resourcefulness, can have a meaningful impact on their academic
performance and overall college experience.
When asked about the experiences that shaped their expectations about majoring in
engineering, participants described developing an awareness of what it meant to become a
professional engineer through interactions with industry professionals. Some participants
recalled a wealth of experiences while others noted the lack of experiences with engineering
prior to college. However, those that described a lack of experiences typically also gave
examples of brief informal encounters that were meaningful as well. For instance, one participant
noted:
“Uh, prior to UNC Charlotte, it would probably be, um, meeting other professional
engineers through robotics, uh, I had met a couple of them. I remember I met a software
engineer who is going to mentor the team, but due to COVID, uh, things got a little shaky
there, so I never really got to work a lot with them, but I did get to meet him. He sent me
a little bit of his, um, coding. Um, that's pretty much about it. I didn't really talk to a lot of
engineers prior to UNC Charlotte.”
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Of course, this participant has illustrated the extra challenges that our scholars experienced
during the COVID-19 global pandemic. During this time, most interactions were held online,
leading to feelings of burn out around online meetings which also represented an extra barrier to
building navigational capital.
Pre-college experiences were particularly powerful for our group of participants, though
the results around college experiences could certainly be impacted by the challenges of the
pandemic and strictly online communications. One participant listed several opportunities that
they had to engage in STEM prior to college. They stated,
“Uh competitive, uh, interaction I've had through STEM. Um, yes. Uh, so it's, since, uh,
in, um, elementary school, I've, uh, always had the interactions before working with, uh,
like things that are related to STEM, like producing projects that are, uh, related to, um,
building circuits and building robots and, uh, data, uh, that was, uh, greatly improve the,
in my high school years when, uh, during the sophomore year I, uh, started, I joined the
tech cop and, uh, started, uh, the robotics team with a couple of my friends. And we got
together and built a robot and found out about this competition, uh, was the students, uh,
technologies, uh, associated and, uh, using, uh, vex, robotics parts. Uh, we built robots
and, uh, based on the criteria of the competition, we bent and competed with them every
year until long, uh, senior years. And, uh, that was the first real, like real world, uh,
especially.”
This participant specifically described their pre-college experiences as real-world interactions,
indicating their value to the student and the student’s belief in the importance of early application
experiences with STEM.
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Aspirational Capital (Problem-Solving Abilities)
Our third theme, aspirational capital, illustrates the perception of our students that
intrinsic motivation and self-reflection are necessary to tackle the curriculum and progress in the
college of engineering. This is explained by the notion of aspiration capital within the
community cultural wealth framework. Aspirational capital describes a person’s inner
characteristics, specifically their dreams for the future, as a powerful resource for perseverance
despite real systemic barriers (Yosso, 2005). Within this theme, there was a sense of academic
self-efficacy or a sense of confidence in one’s own ability to succeed in engineering (Bandura,
1997; Schunk, 1991). Specifically, participants described problem-solving abilities as an
important aspect of success in engineering. Problem solving abilities was referenced by the
participants consistently when asked about how they had been successful or overcome challenges
to their success in college so far. We conceptualized this as aspirational capital due to the
connection students made between what it means to be an engineer, their personal strengths, and
their aspirations as future engineers.
Starting with their identity as an engineer, one participant described personal qualities
they felt they embodied. This participant stated,
“So, as an engineer, I feel like my problem-solving abilities and my resourcefulness with
what I have around me is probably my biggest advantage. Um, when it comes to like, if I
get myself into a situation or if I, if I'm working on something, I can't figure it out. So, a
lot of times, you know, I'm, I'm one of the first ones on the team or whatever is to look
around and be like, hey, can you hand me that I can, I can do something with it.”
While this participant specifically mentions problem solving and resourcefulness, we observed
that they were also describing being a team player, taking initiative, and perseverance. These
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were all qualities that they used to solve any problem that arose, because they believed in
themselves and their career aspirations as an engineer.
In fact, another participant described the experience of navigating a system, asserting that
the only option is to persevere, solve any issues that arise, and simply, get things done. This
participant seems to illustrate the disempowered experience of navigating large institutional
systems, while at the same time using the power of mindset to overcome challenges. They stated,
“Sometimes I just, it's a system and it's just, no emotions got, gotta do it. Just keep on pushing
and eventually it'll get easier.” With this simple quote, we can understand both the perceived
culture of engineering and education, as well as a personal narrative around what it takes to
succeed in that culture. Meanwhile, another student talked about the culture of engineering
through the particular skills needed for successful engineers. The participant states, “And to me,
it's, it comes to me just so I think, um, that those are pretty good skills for engineering. I'm good
at problem solving. I love to solve problems, whatever the issue is. I love solving it.” While this
quote indicates the relative confidence of this participant in engineering, it can also highlight a
space where students might not see themselves as engineers. In other words, if students do not
see themselves as adequate problem solvers, they may not be able to see themselves as future
engineers.
Our overall findings for this study indicate that high-achieving, low-income college
students in engineering utilize multiple forms of cultural capital to be successful in accessing the
necessary resources to support their engineering pathways. Specifically, we found that students
used forms of social capital, navigational capital, and aspirational capital to access and succeed
in engineering. All this cultural capital accumulates to create cultural wealth for students which
may help them to overcome systemic barriers to their success.
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Significance
In this study, we aimed to gain a better understanding of the types of cultural capital that
high-achieving, low-income students utilized to excel as engineering majors, despite the
significant shift in teaching, learning, and institutional culture caused by the COVID-19 global
pandemic. Our research findings could provide significant implications for the recruitment and
retention of low-income college students, as well as for innovation in engineering education.
Better understanding the experiences of low-income students in engineering may lead to the
development of approaches that increase cultural capital for this group of students, allowing
them the opportunity to overcome institutional obstacles and academic rigor of the engineering
curriculum. Ultimately, a clearer understanding of the barriers that low-income college students
face, and expansion of appropriate support programs could lead to increased diversity in
engineering, increased economic mobility for underrepresented engineering students, and
increased innovation in the field of engineering. Increasing diversity and innovation within
engineering also supports the United States' need to maintain its position as a global leader in
scientific and technological advancements. Our study adds to the growing body of literature on
the needs of this group as they pursue their academic and professional goals to become future
engineers.
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Abstract

This paper outlines promising recruitment and retention strategies for Black educators, based on
a formative evaluation of the strategies implemented by eight teacher residency programs
nationwide, over a two-year period. We discuss policy and practice implications, including the
importance of financial support, the role played by culturally responsive practices in teacher
preparation and the need to partner with schools and communities to support retention efforts.
Keywords: recruitment and retention of Black teachers; culturally responsive education,
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Teacher Diversity for Equitable Outcomes: Promising Strategies for Recruiting and
Retaining Black Educators
While the number of teachers is growing nationally, the rates of annual departures
remain high in elementary and secondary teaching with higher departure rates among teachers
of color than White teachers. And because Black teachers are “two to three times more likely
to work in high- poverty, high minority, urban, and rural public schools,” (Ingersoll et al.
2021, p. 22) those schools experience the highest rates of teacher turnover. In their analysis of
the composition of the teaching workforce over the last ten years, Ingersoll et al. (2021)
demonstrate that the teaching workforce has become ‘greener’ with a larger proportion of
beginning teachers than experienced teachers. This trend has implications for student
outcomes because teacher quality matters: students taught by teachers with more years of
experience, greater subject matter expertise, and higher levels of education are more likely to
perform better and obtain a bachelor’s degree (Lee, 2018). Greater teacher effectiveness
improves student performance for all students with lower achieving students being the first to
benefit (Sanders & Rivers, 1996; TNTP, 2018;). Black teachers, in particular, are a key driver
of more equitable outcomes for Black students (Ingersoll, 2001; Papay et al., 2012; Schaeffer,
2021).
A study of Black high schoolers’ perceptions of their STEM teachers found that shared
racial identity with teachers motivated Black students to pursue a STEM career (Lee et al.,
2022). Moreover, having a Black teacher can improve math and reading levels (Dee, 2004).
Indeed, Black students who have just one Black teacher during elementary school are more
likely to graduate from high school and consider going to college (Gershenson, S., Hart, C.,
Hyman, J., Lindsay, C., Papageorge, N., 2018).
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The positive impact of Black teachers on Black students can be explained by a number
of factors, including a shared cultural understanding (Mitchell, 1998), higher expectations that
Black teachers maintain for Black students (Gershenson et al., 2021), and culturally affirming
pedagogical strategies, which Black teachers are more likely to use in the classroom (Bristol &
Martin-Fernandez, 2019). Yet, the teaching workforce is overwhelmingly White, and most
Black students rarely encounter a Black teacher. In 2017-2018, just 7% of public-school
teachers were Black and non-Hispanic, while 79% of public-school teachers were White
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2022). There are several reasons for the low share of
Black teachers in the workforce. These include, for example, lower high school graduation
rates for Black students due to early opportunity gaps and resulting lower college enrollment
and graduation rates (Carver-Thomas, 2018). Once they enter the profession, Black teachers in
particular, often face hostile school environments and unsupportive work conditions, leading to
high turnover once they enter the profession (Grooms et al., 2021).
To address the shortage of Black teachers, the National Center for Teacher Residencies
(NCTR) launched its Black Educators Initiative (BEI) in 2019. The BEI aims to improve
outcomes for Black students in particular, and for all students generally, by increasing access to
effective Black teachers. Through BEI funding, NCTR invested in teacher residency programs
that are committed to diversifying the teacher workforce through new and innovative strategies
for the recruitment, preparation, and retention of Black educators. Through BEI, NCTR
provides grants and support to teacher residencies that dedicate the funds to recruiting,
preparing, and retaining Black educators.
Purpose

The goal of this mixed-methods, exploratory study was to identify promising strategies for
recruiting and retaining Black educators. The study focused on the original eight teacher
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residencies that participated in BEI in 2019 and the results they achieved in the first two years
of the program: School Years 2019-—2020 (SY2020) and 2020—2021 (SY2021). The study
is designed to answer the following primary research question and sub-questions:
1. What are promising strategies for recruiting, supporting, and retaining Black educators?
a. In what years, why, and how do BEI programs successfully meet their
Black educator recruitment targets?
b. In what years, why, and how are BEI programs more successful in
recruiting Black educators to teacher residency programs compared with
other residency programs in our network?
c. What are the racialized experiences of Black educators in the BEI initiative?
d. In what years, why, and how do programs participating in the BEI
initiative improve graduation rates for Black residents?
e. In what years, why, and how do programs participating in the BEI initiative
increase hiring rates of Black educators in partner districts and Title I
schools?
f. What programmatic interventions applied in the BEI programs are most
predictive of the perceived effectiveness of Black educators?
g. What, if any, combinations of interventions are most effective at helping
Black educators enter and stay in the profession?
Research Methodology

The study focused on the eight teacher residency programs below and compared their
recruitment and graduation numbers to other residency programs in NCTR’s network.
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Name of residency*

Region

Duration of residency
program

Number of residents
in SY 2021

Asbury

West

One-year Masters

19

Bayonne

Midwest

Two-year Masters

54

Caldwell

Northeast

Two-year Masters

9

Danbury

Southeast

Two-year Masters

21

Englewood

Southeast

One-year teacher
license

18

Franklin

Northeast

Two-year Masters

4**

Glassboro

Southeast

15-month Masters

38

Haddonfield

Midwest

15-month Masters

15

*Pseudonyms have been used in place of residency names in order to protect the identity of the residencies and their
participants.
**Franklin did not have a residency program in SY2021, so this number is from SY2020

Using a concurrent triangulation, mixed-methods design, the research team analyzed
79 individual and group interviews with teacher residents, mentors, graduates, principals, and
administrators across the eight teacher residencies across the country. In addition, the team
analyzed quantitative data on budgets, enrollment and retention and stakeholder surveys
measuring participant experience and satisfaction using regression and difference-in-mean
testing to examine differences between approaches and changes over time.
Findings
Recruitment
Enrollment Targets vs. Goals
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The BEI program launched in September 2019, five months before COVID-19 closed
schools across the United States, so it is not surprising that residencies had difficulty meeting
their enrollment targets. In SY 2021, four of the eight residencies were able to meet their
targets, either because they set more attainable goals or because they employed strategies that
enabled them to recruit more Black residents than in the previous year. BEI programs
consistently recruit larger numbers and proportion of Black residents compared with other
residencies in the NCTR network. For example, in Danbury, COVID-19 gave the residency an
opportunity to focus recruitment efforts more locally by placing historically black colleges
and universities (HBCUs) at the center of their recruitment efforts. This strategy, combined
with the financial incentives offered by the BEI initiative, likely helped programs to meet their
enrollment targets in SY2021.
We also compared the percentage of Black residents in BEI programs versus non-BEI
programs, from SY2021 to SY2022. BEI programs are consistently successful at attracting
both larger numbers and proportions of Black residents. The raw number comparison is
significant when compared with all other residencies, while the proportion of residents who are
Black comparison is statistically significant only when compared with programs that did not
later adopt BEI. The original eight BEI programs on average had 16 percentage point higher
proportions of residents who are Black, on top of a baseline of 21 percent.
Next, we explored associations between BEI’s financial strategies and the number and
proportion of Black residents. We looked specifically at whether increasing stipends was
associated with a larger proportion of Black residents. Across the whole NCTR network, that
relationship is positive and statistically significant at the 0.05 alpha level. When we narrow our
focus to the original eight BEI programs, the relationship is no longer statistically significant
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due to the small sample, but the finding is still substantively important: Each $10,000
increment in stipend amount is associated with a four percentage-point increase in the
proportion of residents who are Black.
Having professional recruitment staff is also positively associated with a program’s
receiving more Black applicants. All other strategies are positively, but modestly, associated
with meeting Black enrollment and graduation targets. These include emergency funds for
Black residents; training costs and additional stipends for Black mentors; test preparation
support for Black residents; and a summer program to recruit Black teachers.
Promising recruitment strategies addressed potential barriers, including the following:
1. Identifying and partnering with organizations with high potential, diverse membership;
2. Providing and emphasizing the financial benefits of enrolling in the program;
3. Using high-touch, responsive practices such as following up with potential applicants
individually.
Black residents were drawn to residencies with a clear anti-racist or social justice
orientation. Residencies that succeeded in attracting Black residents by promoting these
orientations did so not only on their websites and in their recruitment materials, but also
through conversations with prospective residents, so that they could trust that the residency
really “cared about moving forward” on social justice issues, rather than just “the
performance of moving forward” (Delilah, Resident). Bianca, another resident, notes how
this consistency helped build trust in the program’s approach:
I browsed around the school’s website and researched the school a bit. And that was
the thing that kept popping up – anti-racism, anti-racism – and I was like, ‘Oh, wow,
this school seriously seems to care about supporting students and teachers of color.’
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So, I was really interested in that. (Bianca, Resident)

Retention
To explore whether BEI residencies were successful in improving graduation and hiring
rates for Black educators, we first conducted a descriptive examination of variability in
graduation rates among programs and over time. We then compared graduation rates before and
after BEI for the original eight BEI programs; we were unable to examine pre- and post-BEI
graduation rates by race because graduation rates were only disaggregated by race from 2020
onward, coinciding with the post-BEI period. We were, however, able to examine changes over
time in graduation rates for Black residents within BEI programs, as well as factors that may
explain those changes, such as differences in budgetary allocations and other program
strategies.
Because graduation was not disaggregated by race before the start of BEI in 2020, we
cannot determine if the introduction of BEI is associated with an increase in Black graduates
or graduates of color. However, we do know that the introduction of BEI is associated with an
increase in the number of graduates overall. BEI residencies already had on average, 37 more
graduates than non-BEI residencies. After the BEI was introduced, this number increased on
average by about 21 Black graduates. This finding is not statistically significant but has a pvalue of 0.13. Considering the small sample, that relationship may be worth further
investigation. We also investigated what program features may explain differences among
programs and over time in the graduation rate for Black residents.
Because hiring data was not disaggregated by race before the commencement of BEI in
2020, we can only test whether the overall number of graduates hired in partner districts and
Title I schools changed in the original eight BEI programs. An average of 14 additional
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graduates of BEI residencies were hired in Title I schools, and 24 additional graduates were
hired in partner districts after BEI was implemented.
Financial support
In our interviews, we heard how important financial supports were to participants’
retention in the program. Residents focused on the stipends, noting that while these were
essential to entry to the program, they were not enough to live on. BEI administrators
highlighted emergency funds as a means to supplement the stipend. And both residents and
administrators noted that money and support for licensing enabled residents to obtain their
licenses:
We use BEI funding to pay for black residents testing fees and supports – tutoring,
retakes, practice exams. The other biggest piece is our resident emergency fund….
Every black resident can access the emergency fund. Anywhere in America a 23,000
salary is living in poverty. We can ensure that basic needs are met. (Linda, BEI
Administrator)
Administrators shared many examples of the ways in which emergency funds made the
difference between “staying in the program or quitting” (Rizwana, BEI Administrator).
Residents used the funds for paying rent, a utility bill, or an unexpected expense such as a car
being towed:
I cannot say enough about how amazing those emergency funds are and what 250
dollars can do for someone who is on the verge of having their lights cut off. That
money saves them from mental stress and trauma. (Robert, BEI Administrator)

And while residents appreciated that there was a stipend, they noted that it was not enough to
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live on. It is also not available to the residents throughout the program. Once a resident enrolls
in the residency program, the stipend is only applicable during the semester, even if there is an
initial orientation in the summer. After completing the program, teaching jobs are not available
during the summer. In committing to the program therefore, residents are foregoing two
summers’ income from teaching. While financial support is crucial for entering and staying in
the profession, a number of factors create an enabling environment for the retention of Black
teachers, including teacher preparation and support from mentors (Carver-Thomas et al. 2017;
Grooms et al., 2021; Ingersoll et al., 2014).
Preparation
From survey data, we learned that residents’ assessments of their preparation to teach are
lower for Black residents than all other residents; they are slightly lower for BEI programs than
for the rest of the network. In contrast, graduates’ assessments of their preparation to be effective
teachers is trending upward. For all residencies, Black graduates’ assessments of their
preparation to be effective teachers is increasing so much more rapidly that they now outpace
other groups of graduates. There were no large differences between principals’ assessments of
preparation between BEI and non-BEI residencies. From survey data, we learned that BEI
residents felt that their program coursework was relevant to their school context and classroom,
and that the program offered a good balance of theoretical and practical strategies to strengthen
their effectiveness in the classroom.
There could be three reasons why residents have low assessments of their preparation
to teach. First, residents highlighted the mismatch between the values of social justice of the
residency and the climate of the schools where the residents would work. Second, they spoke
about the mismatch between coursework, which tends to be traditional, and residency
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climates, which were more oriented to social justice. Third, all residencies were not able to
integrate a social justice lens throughout the program, for example preparing residents to act
as advocates for themselves and for their students. Residents, therefore, may have felt
unprepared to teach high- need students in their district.
The quality of mentors is another important factor in graduates’ preparation to teach.
On the stakeholder survey, residents were asked if their current or most recent classroom
mentor provided them with feedback in a way that valued and affirmed their full identity.
Black residents report higher average results than non-Black residents for this question and the
difference was statistically significant (mean for Black residents=4.49 out of 5, mean for all
other residents=4.40 out of 5, difference=0.09, p-value=0.05). This difference (Black residents
reporting more positive survey results than average) was larger for BEI residencies than other
residencies although not statistically significant.
The residents told us why this was the case. Residencies are intentional in providing
mentoring support and most are able to attract high-quality mentors by offering additional
compensation and professional development:
I was not going through this journey by myself. I was able to ask questions, I was able
to watch them as they worked. They were able to support me … It set me up for
success. (Sara, Graduate)
Four of the eight BEI residencies were intentional about mentor recruitment and worked
closely with their schools and districts to find effective teachers to work with BEI residents as
their mentors. We did not see a distinct pattern in the interview data that might tell us whether a
racial match was essential to the mentor-resident relationship. In some cases, residents had a
meaningful relationship with their mentor regardless of their race. In others, residents noted
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how meaningful it was to have a Black teacher. Residents who were matched with Black
mentors talked about feeling “empowered”:
I feel like it helped to see someone who looked like me in a sense, but also someone
who was mentoring me. Like I could see myself as being a first-grade teacher and
knowing like, okay someone else who is actually a good teacher, knows what she’s
doing, is organized, is able to advocate for the Black students in her classroom. So, I
think it was very empowering. (Max, Resident) Alimatu, one of the graduates
interviewed, talked about the “power dynamic” she faced in having a White mentor
in a school where she was the only Black teacher, and this might be a topic for
further exploration:
My mentor was White, but obviously she knows the program that she signed up for.
But that power dynamic that you have with a White mentor being a Black resident in a
school populated with just White teachers, servicing students who are not just Black,
but Brown, White, you know, like different colors. (Alimatu, Graduate).
While some residencies would love to provide a racial match for their mentors, they note
that there is a lack of experienced Black teachers in the school systems:
They do not typically identify teachers of color [as mentors]. We have had historically white
teachers as mentors. It should be a leadership development pathway for mentors. I would like
us to be more adamant about making sure our mentors reflect our resident pool. (Matteo, BEI
Administrator)

Residency Climate vs. School Climate
Residents found that residency climates were affirming, but they were frustrated by the
school climates they experienced during clinical preparation. The BEI residency programs can
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mostly be characterized as having positive, healthy climates. The most consistent indicator of
climate among residency program participants, graduates, mentors, and administrators was the
level of support and sense of community that the programs offered. In residency programs
based on a cohort model, residents frequently named the community as a positive factor in their
feelings of support. While the residency curriculum emphasized cultural responsiveness, the
school curricula and environment did not always reflect that climate, and residents were left
feeling frustrated. Residents noted a lack of diversity in leadership in both their residency
programs and their schools, and respondents commented that this leadership feature played a
substantive role in school or residency climate.
When designed to meet the needs of Black residents, affinity groups provide a space for
residents to reflect on and grapple with their experiences in the program, including the often
hostile climates they faced in their schools. When the affinity groups were less successful,
residents noted that there weren’t enough Black educators to support the groups, or that they
were being asked to participate in an affinity group as an add-on activity with a full workload.
To explore whether residents felt safe and valued during their residency experience, we
were able to analyze questions from the stakeholder surveys related to assessment of residents’
performance and the approachability of their school leader, coursework instructors and
residency staff. We found that Black residents had higher average scores on the questions
related to assessment and school leadership and slightly lower averages for the question about
approachability of instructors. None of these differences were statistically significant.
Residents highlighted the following features that created a positive residency climate:
1. There was diversity in the composition of staff, faculty and other residents.
2. Conversations around race and identity were centered in the coursework and
throughout the BEI program. There was a sense of belonging to a community, often
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in a cohort setting.
3. Leaders were viewed as supportive and approachable.
4. Residents felt emotionally safe even in difficult conversations about equity and race.
5. Residents felt supported throughout the program, including in job placement at the end
of it.

Scholarly significance of the work
Ultimately, these findings can support not only teacher residencies but the larger teacher
preparation field more broadly to recruit, prepare, and place Black educators in teaching
positions in school districts. These findings indicate that an investment like the Black Educators
Initiative (BEI) has a significant impact on the effective recruitment, preparation, and hiring of
Black educators trained in a teacher residency program. The impact of same-race teachers are
well documented, and Black teachers offer myriad benefits to Black students, including
increased achievement, reduced disciplinary actions, increase in graduation rates, greater
likelihood to be recommended to gifted programs, and increased college enrollment. Therefore,
the successful strategies implemented by BEI programs, as evidenced by this research, can help
to diversify the teaching field, and better meet the needs of Black students.
In particular, money matters. Financial support was shown to be a prerequisite for
attracting Black candidates into the field, and continued financial support, such as emergency
funds, are found to be critical to helping Black residents to graduate and be hired into highneeds schools. Teacher residencies and the teacher preparation field writ large can consider a
variety of financial incentives, such as tuition waivers, living wage stipends, emergency funds,
testing fee waivers, to attract and keep Black educators in the teacher profession. Stipends and
tuition reduction were found to be necessary but not sufficient to both the recruitment and
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retention of Black graduates. Program administrators cited emergency funds to be critical to
ensuring the retention of residents, highlighting the necessity of stipends. Therefore,
policymakers and school district leaders should consider more expansive financial incentives,
such as increased stipends that provide a living wage, tuition forgiveness, or increased salary
opportunities or hiring bonuses for Black educators–all of which promote the recruitment and
retention of Black teachers.
Furthermore, mentors were found to value and affirm Black residents and were viewed as
a critical support system to ensure these candidates were well prepared and graduated the
program. Mentor teachers have been found in other literature to effectively prepare teacher
candidates more broadly, and the findings here suggest that intentional mentor selection and
matching can confer benefits to Black teacher candidates. Both teacher residencies and other
teacher preparation programs can consider ways to intentionally support Black teacher
candidates through the mentor-candidate relationship.
Finally, teacher residents experienced a mismatch between a supportive and inclusive
residency environment and the school where they ultimately were hired as a teacher of record.
Teacher preparation programs that prepare candidates through a clinically-based model should
carefully recruit and select training sites that can value and affirm Black teacher candidates and
ensure an optimal learning environment for these candidates where they could, for example,
make mistakes, develop culturally and linguistically sustaining pedagogical skills, and build
professional networks with other teachers and staff. School district leaders, principals, and
policymakers should also consider how to improve school culture and climate to be more
affirming for Black teacher candidates. Much research has focused on the often hostile or
unsupportive school environments which cause Black educators to leave the profession,
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particularly Black male teachers and leaders can provide training, support, and incentives to
improve these working conditions to ensure the retention of Black educators.
These findings conclusively demonstrate that supporting Black educators through a
significant investment is effective to recruit, prepare, and place these teachers in high-needs
schools. The strategies utilized by BEI programs, such as high-touch responsive recruitment
efforts, providing emergency funds, and hiring professional recruiters, can be implemented
across teacher preparation programs to increase the number of Black educators in the
profession and are not limited to teacher residencies. Thus, BEI offers a roadmap to
successfully attract and retain Black educators who are prepared to better support Black
students.
Conclusion
The dual nature of this mixed-methods study has generated several hypotheses that
could be further studied using complementary methods. For instance, the preliminary
quantitative evaluation indicates several promising strategies for recruitment and retention, such
as stipends and paid recruitment professionals. Taking a deeper dive with case studies focused
on the specific strategies related to recruitment and retention based on the context of each
residency could yield further insights. Similarly, the qualitative analysis has revealed several
promising strategies that interviewees found worthwhile, including for example high-touch,
responsive recruitment practices, support for mentors and the centering of race and identity into
the coursework and support provided by the residency program. Further quantitative research
could determine the prevalence and effectiveness of these strategies.
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Abstract
Since the early 2000s, suburban families have migrated in ever greater numbers to urban areas
creating a myriad of ripple effects to those already living in those same urban areas.
Gentrification has exacerbated the already fragile social, economic, and educational situation
common throughout large U.S. cities (Florida, 2017). Skyboxification is also occurring as
enclaves of affluent, mostly White, people group together while alienating those from lower
socioeconomics means (Sandel, 2013). These social fissures create pockets of communities
where Title 1 schools abound, further perpetuating the inequalities overtaking urban
communities throughout the nation.
Keywords: skyboxification, Title 1 Schools, urban high schools
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Comparison of Three Title 1 Schools in Urban Intensive and Urban Emergent Settings
Since the early 2000s, suburban families have continued to migrate in ever greater
numbers to more urban areas creating a myriad of ripple effects to those already living in those
same urban areas. Phenomena, such as gentrification, have exacerbated the already fragile social,
economic, and educational situation common throughout large U.S. cities (Florida, 2017).
Furthermore, within these metropolitan areas, another issue has evolved: skyboxification. This
term refers to enclaves of affluent, mostly White, people grouping together while alienating
those from lower socio economics means. (Sandel, 2013). These social fissures create pockets of
communities where Title 1 schools abound, further perpetuating the inequalities overtaking
urban communities throughout the nation. In general, these schools, in predominantly poorer
areas, perform lower on standardized tests than non-urban schools; however, there are outliers
which contradict this common misconception. In his book The New Urban Crisis, Richard
Florida (2017) explains that as poverty rates rise in the suburbs, Title 1 schools are no longer
limited to urban areas. Therefore, there is more to discover about the changing dynamics of Title
1 schools inside and outside urban areas.
Research Purpose and Questions
To better understand the reality of the situation, we identified three Title 1 high schools in
Texas and studied census data, zoning maps, school accountability reports, and student and
faculty demographics in order to help us compare the situation of Title 1 schools in larger
metropolitan areas with traditionally suburban areas. By using this information, we seek to
formulate community action plans that will have a transformative impact on each high school as
the anchor in their community. The stakeholders connected to this research are each school’s
community members at large, teachers, school staff, community business owners, students, and
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families. An important piece of our research study is the explanation of the components and
purpose of the A-F accountability ratings for schools in Texas. Our investigative purpose is to
discern whether or not there are any significant differences between Title 1 high schools located
in the suburbs and Title 1 high schools located in urban areas. We explore this topic and seek
answers to the following research questions:
1) How do the A-F accountability rating components for Title I high schools in a
suburban area in central Texas differ from the A-F accountability rating components for Title I
high schools in urban areas of Houston and Austin?
2) Do teacher demographics and years of experience differ in the Title I high schools
located in suburbs as compared to the Title 1 high schools in urban areas?
3) Do the dropout and college, career, and military readiness (CCMR) rates differ in Title
1 schools located in suburbs compared to those in urban areas?
Results and Discussion
Zoning and Skyboxification
This research study purposefully focused on Title I schools in three different cities of
Texas: Bryan/College Station, Austin, and Houston. The selection of these cities, and
specifically High School 1, High School 2 and High School 3, lies in the desire to try and
correlate their school ratings with zoning data provided by the program Census Block Group
Map used by the Texas Education Agency (TEA). Each of the high schools serves a student
population where the majority of students identify as Hispanic. Using the data from Census
Block Group Map with the theory of skyboxification as a guide, several interesting data were
discovered. Overall, two of the three schools have much smaller populations within their block
than neighboring zones. Additionally, the only school to have a greater number of Hispanic
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people compared with White was found in High School 3s, which also counted a higher number
of renters (616) than homeowners (92) (Census Block Group Map, 2021). The data, when
considered with the other two schools, create interest in that this high school received the lowest
score of the three selected schools in this study, a 77 (C) (Texas Education Agency, n.d.). In
comparison, both High School 1 and High School 2 received higher scores, 78 and 86
respectively, each reporting a higher White population than Hispanic as well as larger numbers
of homeowners compared to renters.
The experience of isolation among these schools and adjoining zones becomes even more
exacerbated when the infrastructural components are considered. Each of the districts share the
characteristic of being physically separated from at least one of the neighboring zones by
highways, waterways or another type of geography or infrastructure. The result of these elements
only sustain the pre-existing racial and class barriers created by society. Using theories from
Florida (2017) about patchwork cities and the phenomenon of skyboxification coined by Sandel
(2013), a picture begins to emerge of how zoning plays a major role in affecting the outcome of a
school’s evaluation by the Texas Education Agency. This situation harkens to the works of
Robert Ezra Parks, Ernest W. Burgess and Roderick D. McKenzie, their thoughts on how cities
are products of human nature, like “little worlds which touch but do not interpenetrate,” (Florida,
2017, p. 125-26). The three schools chosen for this study reflect this thinking and demonstrate
how far-reaching the classification of people by their income and class exacerbates the already
existing systematic income inequality, social discrimination, and racism prevalent in education
and the American society as a whole.
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Texas Accountability Ratings
In 2019, the 85th Texas legislature passed House Bill 22 to establish how schools in
Texas would be held accountable for student learning. This accountability measure, commonly
called A-F accountability measures three domains: closing the gaps, school progress, and student
achievement (Texas Education Agency, n.d.). Each school district will receive an A, B, C, D, or
F rating based on performance in each of the three domains, and then also receive one collective
performance rating. Similarly, schools within each district will also receive an overall
performance rating of A, B, C, D, or F rating and a rating based on performance in each domain.
This new accountability process in Texas was developed to improve the understanding of the
school accountability system by stakeholders such as parents/guardians, community members,
and school staff.
For schools, an overall accountability rating is based on the better performance of
achievement or progress in student achievement and student progress, which accounts for 70% of
the school’s rating. Student achievement is weighted 100% on STAAR achievement for
elementary schools. For high schools, student achievement is calculated by 40% STAAR
achievement, 40% college, career, and military readiness, and 20% graduation rate. Student
progress is determined in two parts: academic growth and relative performance. Academic
growth is based on a student's STAAR scores from year to year and relative performance is
based on the performance of that school based on schools with a similar socioeconomic status.
The remaining 30% of a school’s accountability rating is based on closing the gaps.
Closing the gaps looks at student groups such as former special education, current special
education, economically disadvantaged, race, ethnicity, continuous enrollment vs. mobility, and
English language learners. In elementary schools, this domain is broken down into four parts
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with weighted percentages: academic achievement, academic growth status, English language
proficiency, and student achievement domain score. In high school (9th-12th grades), there are
also four parts with weighted percentages: academic achievement, federal graduation status,
English language proficiency, and college, career, and military readiness score.
The district accountability process is similar to the school’s accountability process, but on
a larger scale and it contextualizes all schools within a school district. The highest score a school
or district can receive overall and on each component is A and the lowest score is F. Schools or
districts receiving an A, B, or C are considered to be meeting some or all standards as a whole
but may need some support to continue their efforts and resolve deficiencies. Schools or districts
that receive a D or F will be flagged for needing significant support from the district and state
level education agencies to make changes that will increase student achievement.
In this collaborative study, we researched and compared the accountability ratings for
two urban high schools in Texas: High School 2 in Austin, TX and High School 3 in Houston,
TX with one suburban high school: High School 1 in Bryan/College Station, Texas. Milner
(2012) framework classified urban education within a framework that defined schools/districts as
urban intensive, urban emergent, or urban characteristic. He noted that urban intensive schools
were in large cities with over 1 million people. High School 3 in Houston, TX would be
classified as urban intensive according to Milner (2012) with the Houston metro population
being over 7 million people. High School 2 in Austin, TX would also be classified as urban
intensive, given that the population of the Austin metro area is over 2.1 million people. High
School 1 in a metro area in central Texas would be classified as urban characteristic within
Milner’s (2012) framework, due to the population density and characteristics of the school and
city. The 2019 population of the metro area in central Texas was just over 84,000 people.
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Comparison of Schools
The following tables present the accountability ratings for each school along with student
and teacher demographic data. The 2018-2019 data were collected as that was the last time the
state performed accountability ratings due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Table 1.
2018-2019 Student Population Demographics
High School 1

High School 2

High School 3

C

B

C

Number of Students

2, 374

1,461

1,685

Economically
Disadvantaged

65.2%

67%

93%

African American

18.2%

7.3%

9%

Hispanic

53.4%

72.1%

90%

White

26.1%

16.7%

0.9%

Asian

0.6%

1.2%

0.1%

American Indian

0.1%

0.1%

0.2%

Pacific Islander

0.2%

0.1%

0%

Two or More Races

1.4%

2.6%

0.3%

Annual Dropout Rate

1.5%

0.3%

3.9%

College/Career/Military
Ready

55.6%

75.3%

58.5%

Accountability Rating

Ethnicity
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Table 2.
2018-2019 Teacher Population Demographics
High School 1

High School 2

High School 3

166

104

98

Beginning

11.9%

10.6%

7.2%

1-5 years

28.6%

34.5%

28.8%

6-10 years

11.6%

19.2%

12.3%

11-20 years

26.6%

21.5%

33.3%

More than 20 years

21.3%

14.4%

18.4%

African American

7.4%

4.8%

26.6%

Hispanic

11.8%

25.2%

27.4%

White

77%

65.2%

30.7%

American Indian

0%

0%

1%

2.1%

2.9%

12.3%

0%

0%

0%

1.6%

1.9%

2%

None

3.8%

6%

4.1%

Bachelors

65.7%

82%

63.7%

Masters

29.2%

16.2%

30.2%

Doctorate

1.2%

0%

2%

Number of Teachers
Experience

Ethnicity

Asian
Pacific Islander
Two or More Races
Highest Degree Held
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Per Table 1, each of these campuses either received a B or C overall rating for
accountability. Interestingly, High School 1 has the largest school population of the three schools
we are comparing but is located in the city with the smallest population. We consider High
School 1 to be in a suburban (or urban characteristic) area for the purposes of comparison, even
though the larger metro area in central Texas is beginning to operate as a larger urban emergent
setting with context to population density, traffic, and urbanization. In the 2018-2019
accountability rating system, High School 1 received a C in student achievement, a B in school
progress, and C in closing the gaps.
In comparison to High School 1, the other two schools in our study had similar
population sizes. High School 2 had a student population of 1,461 in 2018-2019 and received a B
overall rating with scoring a B for all three measured areas: student achievement, B in school
progress, and a B in closing the gaps. High School 3 in Houston, TX, the largest urban area in
our study, had a student population of 1,685 and received a C overall accountability rating. The
C rating was given as the breakdown included a C for student achievement, a B for school
progress, and a C for closing the gaps.
In analyzing these ratings, it is interesting that the school in the mid-sized urban metro of
Austin had the highest rating of the three urban schools we researched. They also had the lowest
annual dropout rate (0.3%) and the highest college, career, military readiness (CCMR) rate of the
three schools. Both High School 1 and High School 3 had similar CCMR rates, but High School
3 had the highest overall dropout rate of 3.9% of these three urban schools. When comparing the
teacher populations at all three high schools, there were two major differences. High School 1
has an overwhelmingly White teacher population (77%) compared to 65.2% at High School 2
and 30.7% at High School 3. High School 3 had the most diverse and more evenly dispersed
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teacher population by ethnicity. The second difference is the amount of teachers who hold
master’s degrees. High School 1 and High School 3 were similar with 29.2% and 30.2%
respectively, but High School 2 lagged behind with only 16.2% of teachers holding a master’s
degree. We speculate the difference could be due to a higher number of faculty that come from
trade industries to teach courses that are part of the early college curriculum.
Potential Solutions
The analysis of our data with these three high schools helped us pose a question about the
programming that is happening at High School 2 in Austin that promotes the highest graduation
and college, career, and military readiness (CCMR) percentages while also having the lowest
dropout rates of these three high schools. All three high schools in our study have Career and
Technical Education (CTE) programming that gives opportunities for students to train in
vocational and technical trades and potentially obtain a technical certificate or good paying job at
the end of the program. We posit that the quality of the CTE programming and the AVID 1
programming at High School 2 available to students looking for a post-secondary vocational or
career certification track allows students to find their niche to pursue their goals within the urban
setting of Austin. Cass (2018) notes “CTE, along with programs like apprenticeships aim to
smooth the transition for young people into good jobs that do not require college degrees” (p.
10). Perhaps it is the CTE programming that is the draw for students at High School 2 to stay in
school and complete programming and certificates that will prepare them for post-secondary
success.
In comparison, High School 3 in Houston is a magnet school for maritime studies and
has available CTE options, but this school has the lowest CCMR rate and the highest dropout
1

AVID - Advancement Via Individual Determination programming has the mission to close opportunity gaps in K-12 schools
nationwide.
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rate of the three urban high schools in our study. High School 1 in Bryan/College Station, TX
has similar CTE programming available to students as the other two high schools in our study
but has the lowest CCMR rate of the three schools in our study while having the second highest
dropout rate of the three schools in our study. Bateman et al. (2019) shares data from a
Brookings research study that 18-24 years old’s who are not in school and have no college
degree make up 7.1 million people of the U.S. population. Only 54% of low-wage earners in this
cluster have a high school diploma. When students drop out or do not graduate with college,
career, and military readiness skills, they are less likely to earn a livable wage. The data leads us
to the conclusion that one probable solution for improving the graduation, CCMR, and dropout
rates for High School 3 and High School 1 would be to model their CTE and vocational
programming after what High School 2 has available to their students. Students who have highly
interesting and readily available vocational and technical programming to meet their
postsecondary goals and interests are more likely to stay in school and complete the needed
courses to be eligible for a trade or career that results in earning a livable wage upon exiting high
school.
As Warren (2005) showed, one of the most important ways schools can build social
capital within the community lies in greater parental involvement and buy-in. All parents, despite
their background or socioeconomic status, want to be heard by their children’s schools. When
they don’t feel they have a voice, they do not participate or feel they are appreciated by the
teachers, administrators, and other local and district officials (Subban, 2007). As with other
improvements via their programs, High School 2 also provides a great example of how a school,
like those in Warren’s (2005) article, can build social capital and, therefore, strong community
relationships. In many ways, High School 2 mirrors several of the aspects Warren (2005)
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detailed of successful schools. The school has established six “Signature Programs” all of which
are designed to make connections between school stakeholders, students, and parents. Two of
these programs focus on social and emotional learning and Advancement Via Individual
Determination (AVID). AVID, a program designed to reach students at the elementary and high
school levels, teaches students to learn and grow good habits while challenging themselves
inside and outside of school (Austin ISD, 2021). Additionally, High School 2 focuses on
supporting their relationships with parents and students outside of school by offering after-school
meals, establishing, and maintaining community partnerships, and a mental health center based
in the school itself. All of these programs echo some of the very same opportunities Warren
(2005) discussed at Camino Nuevo Charter School and Quitman Street Community School.
High School 2’s demographics reflect the same seen in High School 1 and High School 3
yet neither school can profess the same level of community partnership nor parental
involvement. Therefore, we recommend that High School 1 and High School 3 study the model
set forth by High School 2. High School 1 has no published information regarding parental
involvement or initiatives to create community partnerships. In contrast, High School 3 does
promote programs for family connection programs; however, none of these programs show the
same level of success as those at High School 2. Considering this, they could learn from High
School 2 about better ways of reaching community members and fostering more involvement
and investment in the students attending the school. By connecting with parents and community
partners, these schools would be able to create more robust and sustaining relationships where all
stakeholders inside and outside the school would benefit, resulting in a higher school rating and
student success rate.
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Conclusion
While there were a few notable differences in the data, due to the limited time and scope
of the investigation, it was challenging to draw definitive conclusions. High School 1 is a classic
example of an urban emergent campus. Out of the three schools, it had the most diverse student
population, least diverse teacher population, and lowest CCMR percentage, scoring close to High
School 3 which has a greater percentage of economically disadvantaged and Hispanic
population. Both schools seem to be struggling to meet the needs of their learners based on the
accountability ratings and CCMR percentages. Expanding CTE programs and improving parent
and community partnerships are two ways this can be addressed. High School 2 proves to be a
good model for other schools in both of those areas. As the term urban broadens to describe
schools with most students of color, low socioeconomic status, high numbers of English learners,
and low performance, regardless of geographical location (Milner, 2012; Welsh & Swain, 2020),
it is imperative that future research takes a deeper, more exhaustive approach in discerning the
factors that make certain Title 1 schools more successful than others.
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Abstract
This work explores Milner’s (2012) definition of urban education in his editorial But, what is
urban education? and offers a comparative analysis of how Warren (2005) and Welsh & Swain
(2020) contrast Milner’s definition of urban education. I also discuss how stakeholders in urban
communities may begin to define and interpret the implications for educational inequities in
urban schools. Lastly, I suggest solutions for urban education inequities in funding by
connecting these articles to Richard Florida’s (2017) book, The New Urban Crisis.
Keywords: urban education, urban communities, educational inequities
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Comparative Analysis: Defining Urban Education, Funding Inequities, and Solutions
Milner’s (2012) definition of urban education is contextualized with the location and
population density where urban schools and districts are located. In his editorial, Milner (2012)
encourages researchers and practitioners to consider his framework as a classification and
definition of urban education for improving the outcome for students in urban schools (p. 560).
He defines urban education in a framework with three tiers beginning with the term urban
intensive to describe schools and districts that are in large metropolitan areas in the United States
like Atlanta, Chicago, Los Angeles, and New York because they meet the population size of over
1 million people and the density of a large metropolitan city. Milner (2012) discusses that
because of the sheer size of these cities, there is an inherent difficulty in providing the
appropriate and necessary resources to the people who need them (p. 559). Further in his
framework, Milner (2012) defines an urban emergent school or district is a school in a large city
like Nashville, TN, Austin, TX, Charlotte, N.C., and Columbus, Ohio but does not meet a
population of 1 million people or more, but still has a large density (p. 559). He states that they
do not meet the “magnitude of challenges” that urban intensive schools do (p. 559). Lastly,
Milner (2012) describes that a school defined as urban characteristic is located in a “big or midsized city but might be starting to experience some of the challenges associated with urban
intensive or urban emergent districts” (p. 559).
Milner (2012) states “urban education typically has some connections to the people who
live and attend school in a social context, the characteristics of those people, as well as
surrounding community realties where the school is situated” (p. 558). Milner (2012) offers that
not all urban districts and the people in them are bad (p. 558). Stating that an urban district is
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“bad” is a racist and classist description of urban education that undermines the varied moving
parts and nuances of what makes urban districts tick.
Warren’s (2005) article has a similar foundational concept with Milner’s (2012) editorial
as they both discuss the idea that urban education needs reform. Warren (2015) discusses in
Communities in Schools, A New View of Urban Education three types of community-school
collaborations to provide solutions and processes for anchoring the school as an institution
within the community to help urban schools and the communities around them succeed in
partnerships with one another: “the Service Model, the Development Model, and the Organizing
Model” (p. 139). These school-community partnership solutions are in specific urban metro
areas around the country, and each has a unique concept that works for the community around it
and helps anchor the school within the community. In contrast with Milner’s (2012) editorial,
Warren (2005) encourages researchers and practitioners to consider the impact of leveraging
school-partnerships within the communities where they are located to improve student outcomes
in urban schools.
Welsh & Swain (2020) consider and expand on Milner’s (2012) typology of defining
urban education through location and population density when they discuss the importance of
including empirical data to define urban education issues. With regard to the empirical data,
Welsh & Swain (2020) authors offer a helpful multi-faceted definition to support a solution
focused context for urban education when they state, “urban education can be defined as a
continuum of conditions dependent on the characteristics, challenges, and context” (p. 91). Their
framework begins with offering this first defining characteristic: “urban education connotes
dynamic and complex rather than static and monolithic settings, with communities that continue
to be shaped by the vestiges of a discriminatory and oppressive past” (p. 97). Second, Welsh &
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Swain (2020) state that “urban education can be defined as a continuum of conditions dependent
on the characteristics, challenges, and context” (p. 97). Welsh & Swain (2020) offer a third
defining characteristic for urban education: “urban education is centrally defined by the presence
of educational inequality” (p. 97). Fourth, Welsh & Swain (2020) discuss rejecting the deficit
perspective while focusing on the idea “that considerable assets exist within “urban”
communities that scholars have yet to fully discuss or empirically document” (p. 99). All four of
these definitions extend Milner’s (2012) charge in his editorial when he encourages researchers
and practitioners to consider his framework and apply it to focus areas in urban education
including, “curriculum and instruction; counseling and social services; educational policy;
equity; leadership; psychology and human development; special education; and teacher
education” (p. 560).
Defining anything in education without considering proper context, nuances, cultural
needs, and economic structures will cause any solution-seeking process to sabotage itself from
within. Milner (2012) poses a question about how we “construct knowledge, through common
language and definitional categorization” about urban education (p. 558). His question falls in
line with thoughts from Welsh & Swain (2020) that “urban education rejects deficit perspectives
and contends that considerable assets exist within “urban” communities that scholars have yet to
fully discuss or empirically document” (p, 99). Researchers and academic practitioners must
commit to discovering the assets and cultural nuances as solutions are developed to strengthen
urban education.
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Urban Education Stakeholders
Students and Community
Welsh & Swain (2020) cite Buendía (2011) with the quote “that urban signifies not just
the place but also denotes particular meanings of “urban” populations and highlights that place
and people have been conflated in the definition of urban education” (p. 94). Warren’s (2005)
framework about community-oriented school relationships in urban education discusses how the
stakeholders in each of the school communities: community members, parents/guardians,
students, school faculty staff, and teachers all benefit from the social capital and relational power
that is shared in the relationships among them. When resources, social capital, and relational
power are shared, the students are the greatest beneficiaries. Warren’s (2005) example of The
Quitman School’s transformation to a community anchor that provides food, health care, and
other tangible, physical needs is an exceptional example of how urban education stakeholders
benefit through intentional partnerships. All stakeholders - students, families, business owners,
and community residents benefitted from The Quitman School transformation in the mid 1990s.
Considering Maslow’s (1943) hierarchy of needs, when physical deficiency needs are met,
students can ultimately succeed in their academic, extracurricular fine arts, and sports programs.
The urban community stakeholders, including business owners and community residents all
benefit from residual positive effects when the student and family needs are met.
Preservice teachers
Welsh & Swain (2020) discuss that Jacobs (2015) found that deficit perspectives in the
conceptualization of urban schools were common among teacher learners (preservice teachers)
(p. 94). When stakeholders such as preservice teachers share a negative perspective on urban
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education perpetuated by deficit-oriented thinking, the cycle of negativity continues. Jacobs
(2015) shares the idea that perceptions around urban education are “largely based on the issues
and challenges facing these districts.” When new and preservice teachers are not challenged in
their deficit-oriented thinking about urban education they will not see that urban districts and
schools have positive, unique, and cultural aspects to them that are left undiscovered or
underutilized. As a result, every stakeholder will suffer from the lack of fresh and new ideas
from preservice teachers who have the potential to not only champion the unique aspects of a
school or district, but also offer ways to consider challenges that can arise in urban education.
School administrators, teachers, and parents/guardians
In discussing the framework for school-community partnerships, Warren (2005) provides
a unique way for all stakeholders to benefit through intentional partnerships championed by the
school administrators as explained in how the “Industrial Areas Foundation” (IAF) (p. 28). As
school leaders commit to the partnerships with other community stakeholders, the result is
improved outcomes for their students, teachers, and parents/guardians. Warren (2005) states “It
turns out that many school principals proved willing to join the Alliance because they saw the
IAF as an effective organization with a willingness to collaborate and compromise” (p 28).
Milner (2012) discusses in his editorial his conversation with a school’s superintendent as
they enter their “urban” school in the district. Stakeholders include school administrators who
view urban education as a problem to be solved rather than an opportunity to explore and
leverage the aspects that make each district or school unique. This harmful view perpetuates
deficit-oriented thinking about urban education that inevitably filters down to the teachers.
Milner (2012) further states that the instructional leaders believe that parental involvement was
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problematic in that school (p. 557). Through the language used, Milner’s (2012) conversation
reveals that the administrator and school leaders have racial, economic, and academic biases that
have negatively impacted the parent/guardian and student stakeholders in that school to a marked
degree.
Solutions to Improve Urban Education Funding Inequality
Welsh & Swain (2020) state:
“urban education is centrally defined by the presence of educational inequality.
Educational inequality exists in varying degrees across all districts. Educational inequality
is the result of the interplay of outside of school factors and inside of school factors that
shape educational opportunities and experiences as well as learning environments. Thus, if
urban education speaks to educational inequality and we accept that these disparities in
opportunities and outcomes are the results of a broad range of sociological factors, then
one cannot discuss educational inequality without considering social and economic
inequality” (p. 97).
Welsh & Swain’s (2020) idea that educational inequality cannot be discussed without
considering social and economic inequalities applies to the issue of school funding in urban
education. The majority of school funding in the United States comes from state and local
revenue sources. Data from the National Center for Education Statistics notes that in the school
year 2017-2018, only eight percent of funding for schools in the United States came from federal
sources. 47% came from state sources and 45% came from local sources like property taxes
(NCES, 2019). The results of the education inequality will always affect students the most.
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Policymakers and lawmakers compound the issue of the lack of school funding when it is
not a priority for their election or re-election. One solution to solve a lack of school funding
would be for lawmakers and policymakers to commit to leveling allocations for educational
resources and teacher salaries across districts. This will give students in low-income urban areas
the same opportunity to have top-tier learning resources, teachers, and technology as the students
in wealthy schools in urban or suburban areas. Eliminating the funding gap for learning
resources will raise the bar for equity in the poorest districts across the county, regardless of their
location or population density as Milner (2012) classifies urban education in his framework.
Cortez (2009) offers the idea that “Inequity in public school funding in Texas is due to
the state’s failure to neutralize great differences in taxable property wealth (and referred to as
“district wealth”), where the poorest school districts have about $10,000 of taxable property per
student, while the wealthiest have access to over a million dollars per student” (p. 2). In Texas
as in many other states, school buildings and facilities are largely funded by local and state
revenues. All across the state, school buildings and resources are significantly inequitable as
some districts in the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex can spend 5 million dollars for a new football
stadium while schools in central Texas and the Rio Grande Valley still have inaccessible school
buildings to people with disabilities and have 50-year-old chalk boards on the walls. Money
strongly influences policies and until our government officials make education a priority for all
and not just for some, students in the poorest districts will continue to suffer the inequalities of
the funding gap.
Outside of policymakers making school funding a priority for increasing state and local
revenue for schools, another solution to solve the lack of funding for urban schools is to use a
community sponsorship concept that include co-funding by corporate foundations and religious
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organizations and then leveraging funding and social capital from community stakeholders as
explained in Warren (2005) in The Development Model: Community Sponsorship of schools in
the urban area of Los Angeles. Some schools in this model are charter schools and some are
semiautonomous (Warren, 2005, p 146). The Camino Nuevo Charter Academy is a good
example of how all stakeholders can benefit when the community comes together to solve not
only a lack of funding and resources, but to increase parent and community involvement.
Another solution to provide an increase in school funding in urban areas is to provide a
tax write off for large privately held companies in an urban area when they fund a significant
percentage of the public schools in their city. This would require lawmakers to encourage large
corporations to give tax breaks to corporations that pour money into the schools in the area
where they operate. If large tech companies that are headquartered in “superstar” urban cities
(Florida, 2017) like New York, Tokyo, London, and San Francisco sent a large percentage of
funding to the school districts there and in the satellite cities where they operate, school districts
could essentially be “sponsored” by these large corporations in the same way private individuals
and small businesses sponsor student field trips or school t-shirts with their name on it.
Conclusion
Urban education is a multi-faceted and unique part of where students learn around the
United States and across the world. Students in urban education systems are creative, talented,
and full of promise. They are also on the receiving end of social, political, racial, and economic
inequalities that plague urban cities across the United States and around the globe. To invoke
change, educational researchers should consider Milner’s (2012) framework for defining urban
education and then take the empirical and qualitative data presented by Warren’s (2015) and
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Welsh & Swain (2020) to discuss how to help urban school districts overcome any identified
academic deficits. Urban education researchers and practitioners should seek to understand and
apply Florida’s (2017) research because it can offer foundational data principles and solutions
about urban economic issues in community schools while capitalizing on the creativity and
cultural nuances that students and teachers in urban school districts give their communities.
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Abstract
Undergraduate research experiences (UREs) have been shown to increase interest,
engagement, and persistence of underrepresented students in STEM majors. However, UREs
are highly competitive and not easily attainable due to the large number of STEM students
pursuing these opportunities and the limited space available in traditional research
laboratories. Course-based undergraduate research experiences (CUREs) can be used to
address the disparity in URE opportunities available to underrepresented students.
Recommendations are made for developing and incorporating course-based undergraduate
research experiences (CUREs) into an undergraduate STEM curriculum.
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CUREs in Biological Sciences: A Model for Increasing Underrepresented Students’
Access to Undergraduate Research Experiences
The purpose of this research study was to evaluate two Course-based Undergraduate
Research Experiences (CUREs) which have been incorporated into the undergraduate
curriculum in the Department of Biological Sciences at an urban research university. The
CUREs were the result of a collaboration of two faculty members in biological sciences who
sought to increase the number of underrepresented students participating in undergraduate
research in biological sciences. This research study assesses the effectiveness of CUREs to
increase interest and engagement in undergraduate research.
It is well established that involving undergraduates in research significantly benefits
their educational experience (Lopatto, 2004). The Department of Biological Sciences has
historically valued the importance of undergraduates participating in research as it is a part of
our curricula. The department encourages our students to incorporate these types of experiences
in their matriculation through the program during all levels of their academic advising.
Subsequently, we have seen an increase in the numbers of students interested in research each
year. From the Fall 2014/Spring 2015 academic year to the Fall 2021/Spring 2022 academic
year, we have seen a 288% increase in the numbers of students that participated in
undergraduate research. The department considers this upward trend in student interest in
research as a positive phenomenon as we have observed benefits for both faculty and students.
The department has identified two issues related to undergraduate participation in
research: there is a lack of diversity of the pool of students that participate in undergraduate
research and there are a very limited number of research opportunities for students. We
proposed that incorporating CUREs in our curricula would broaden the pool of students that
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can participate in undergraduate research, and it would provide more research opportunities
for our students. Underrepresented minority students (URMS) enter college considerably
behind their counterparts in science and math and are less likely to choose a STEM major or
pursue a STEM career. Those URMS who choose a STEM major are twice as likely as nonURMS to leave the major before graduation (Graham et al, 2013). Many URMS face
additional barriers such as lack of awareness of academic opportunities and financial strains
that require them to work and consequently prevent them from participating in undergraduate
research (Dika & D’Amico, 2015). As a result, the pool of students that participate in
undergraduate research lacks diversity (Bangera & Brownell, 2014). When you take into
consideration that oftentimes research experiences spark student interests in STEM graduate
programs and STEM careers, it is clear that a potential long-term consequence of this would
be a lack of URMS pursuing these academic/career trajectories. Broader research has shown
that URMS who have regular contact with faculty members through research experiences and
mentorships demonstrate increased self- efficacy and science-identity, increased interest in
STEM careers, earn higher grades, are more likely to complete a STEM degree (Cole &
Griffin, 2013; Kim & Sax, 2009; Stolle-McAllister et al., 2010). Incorporating authentic
research experiences into a course through a CURE, helps to eliminate some of these barriers
which can increase the diversity of students involved in these research experiences.
Currently we offer several ways that students can pursue research opportunities. We
have an undergraduate research course which allows students to work in a faculty member's
laboratory for a semester and present their research at the end of the term for a letter grade.
The second way is for students to be invited into our Honors Program based on grade point
average (GPA) requirements. The Biological Sciences Honors Program allows students to do
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two semesters of research in a faculty member's laboratory. These students are also required to
present their research for a letter grade. The third way is for students that meet GPA
requirements to declare our Biotechnology Minor which includes a semester of undergraduate
research. Although we have multiple mechanisms for students to get involved in
undergraduate research, all of them are dependent on the limited available openings in our
faculty laboratories and they restrict participation based on GPA requirements which is an
additional barrier. The fact that the number of faculty with research programs that can accept
undergraduate researchers has not increased at the same rate as the increasing number of
biology majors, compounds this problem. In summary, we have more students that have
expressed a desire to get involved in research than we have positions available in our faculty
laboratories and this problem has created an even wider disparity in the numbers of URM
students participating in undergraduate research compared to other students.
We proposed that incorporating CUREs in our curriculum would increase the number of
undergraduate research opportunities for all students and would likely provide more
opportunities for URMs to secure research opportunities, thereby decreasing the disparity
between URM students compared to other students that participate in undergraduate research.
CUREs have been found to provide many of the same enriching benefits to undergraduate
education as traditional individualized instruction-based research opportunities occurring in
faculty laboratories (Shaffer et al., 2010, Rowland et al., 2012, Jordan et al., 2014). By
incorporating CUREs into our curriculum, more of our students will be able to reap the
benefits of participating in biological research which facilitates matriculation into post
graduate studies such as graduate school and professional schools (i.e., medical, dental,
veterinary).
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Framework
The theoretical framework that guided this study was participatory action research
(PAR). Mordock & Krasny (2001) note that PAR can be used as a framework in education
research because of its comprehensive theoretical base. PAR emphasizes inquiry, learning,
and action to improve the community or environment. Forming collaborations is an essential
component of PAR. It brings researchers and participants together to solve a problem or to
bring about change (Kindon et al., 2007). Some of the techniques that can be used in PAR
include interviews, observations, interpretations, and participatory planning sessions.
Research Methodology
The methodology used to assess the effectiveness of CUREs in this study was Lewin’s
(1946) model of action research. Action research positions the teacher at the center of the
research study. Action research is used by educators to assess pedagogical practices and to
make changes as needed to obtain the desired outcome. Action research differs from traditional
education research in that the teacher is the researcher (Manfra, 2019). The type of action
research used in this study was participatory action research (PAR). In PAR, teachers,
collaborators and participants engage in a cycle of action and reflection.
The development and implementation of the CUREs began with researching existing
CUREs through literature reviews and consultations with institutions that had established
CUREs. As a result of this work, we determined that the Howard Hughes Medical Institute’s
Science Education Alliance-Phage Hunters Advancing Genomics and Evolutionary Science
(SEA-PHAGES) program would be one of the CUREs that we would implement. The SEA
Phages CURE focused on having students isolate and analyze viruses from soil bacteria called
bacteriophages. The second CURE we implemented was created by us and it was a
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collaborative class or Globally Networked Learning (GNL) Experience between our institution
and the University of Lagos in Lagos, Nigeria (UNILAG). This CURE was named
EDUCHALA which is an acronym for Education in Charlotte and Lagos. It consisted of the
students at our institution working remotely with students at UNILAG to isolate and
characterize soil bacteria from soil samples taken from across our campus. The strategy for
adapting the SEA Phages CURE) and creating the GNL CURE consisted of first defining
learning objectives for our courses. We used the CURE model presented in Corwin et al., 2015
as a guide for our student learning objectives.
Each learning objective was then tied to a specific inquiry-based research question and
each research question was incorporated into a part of an overall research project for the class.
Lastly, we identified a diverse pool of students who would benefit the most from the research
experience. Our assessment of the CUREs consisted of evaluating the effectiveness of the actual
laboratory methodologies and evaluating student outcomes through surveys, face-to-face
interviews, and our own observations. The assessment utilized descriptive quantitative data
collected using a six-point Likert scale, ranging from “strongly agree” (1) to “strongly disagree”
(5) to assess the SEA-PHAGES CURE, and qualitative data collected from online surveys to
assess the GNL CURE.
Results
Research has shown that persistence in the sciences is related to the six psychosocial
states: Project Ownership Content, Project Ownership Emotion, Self-Efficacy, Science
Identity, Scientific Community Values, and Networking, as shown in Table 1 (Hanauer et al.,
2016). The Persistence in the Sciences (PITS) assessment survey effectively evaluates the
variables that we sought to measure in our study. The PITS survey rating scales are from one
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(strongly disagree) to five (strongly agree) for all measures except for scientific community
values, which had a one (not like me at all) to six (very much like me) scale.
Analysis of PITS Survey data for BIOL 4000 Fall 2019 and Fall 2021 showed the
averaged class outcomes for the 6 psychosocial measures exceeded the averaged outcomes
for the whole of the SEA-PHAGES program. These findings are consistent with broader
literature which suggests that when courses are taught in more interactive ways, students are
more engaged, and students learn more (Handelsman et al., 2007). In a comparison study of
2,850 students enrolled in traditional laboratory courses and SEA-PHAGES courses at 67
institutions across the United States, Hanauer et al. (2017) showed that students in SEAPHAGES courses rated five of the six survey categories significantly higher than students in
traditional laboratory courses. There was no significant difference in how students in SEAPHAGES courses and traditional laboratory courses rated self-efficacy. Self-efficacy in this
study was related to confidence in laboratory procedures and skills. In comparison, the PITS
Survey data for students in our SEA-PHAGES Fall 2019 and 2021 courses rated all
categories including self-efficacy higher than the ratings for the whole SEA-PHAGES
program (Figure 2, 3). Therefore, we can infer that our students would rate all categories on
the PITS survey higher than the traditional laboratory students. Students participating in our
GNL CURE were assessed at the end of course using an online survey. A sample of the
survey results are shown in Table 2. These results are representative of the survey results
from the class and demonstrate that students in the GNL CURE were positively impacted by
the research-based focus of the course. Student comments collectively show that students
were engaged in the course and were interested in pursuing
additional STEM education, research, and careers.
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Table 2
GNL CURE Student Survey Results
Student 1

“From the brainstorming/crowdsourcing of
ideas for protocols, finding credible
articles/papers that aligned with what we were
trying to do, to having the freedom to make
some choices about our work. It was a very
nice breath of fresh air and was an amazing
experience overall!”

Student 2

“I learned many things in this course, most
importantly being the skills that I can apply to
future projects. The skills learned in this lab
were the most important, especially creating
so many dilutions. The first time I had ever
made a serial dilution was in this lab and I
believe this skill will follow me for many
years, along with learning how to pour plates.
In my academic career I plan on pursuing a
master's degree and hopefully even a PhD.
This course is only the tip of the iceberg in
honing my research skills.” Another student
who also commented on the skills acquired in
the course stated “
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Student 3

“The different tests we learned like how to do the
MacConkey agar test, Durham tube test, catalase
test, etc. that I did not know before will be very
useful in other labs and knowing when and how
to do them is only advantageous in my academic
pursuits. I think all these skills will help me in the
future academically and in the job market because
I will be more confident that I know these skills
and I can refer back to my knowledge from this
class to apply them to other areas in my career. I
am hoping to get into biological research and into
more labs and I know the research programs will
seek out people who already have these skills
because it will allow them more time to conduct
the actual research than to have to teach these
skills. I will be able to give suggestions for tests
or further analysis that can be conducted,
complete literature searches for anything that I
may not be clear on how to conduct and apply that
as well into further research. I am glad that we
took the time to do these things thoroughly and I
know that it will be a great asset when applying to
research labs and jobs as well.”

Student 4

“This was my first time in a research setting (and
the first time in a lab setting since 2016!) and I
wasn't sure what to expect. During my
undergraduate education, the most I was required
to do in a lab setting was a cat dissection (apart of
an anatomy and physiology lab). I was in for a big
surprise
when
conducting
the
varying
tasks/experiments that this lab required of us.
Learning a variety of techniques for the first time
while often times executing them was no easy feat.
I experienced frustration when things did not go
well (during gram staining, which ended up
yielding great results after much trial and error),
nervousness to not mess things up (transmission
electron microscopy grid prep was something else)
and many other emotions along the way.
Ultimately, I learned a ton and feel that I have
become much more confident in myself as a result”
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Student 5

“The EDUCHALA Program has truly shown
me that while research requires a great amount
of diligence, discipline, and time, it can
ultimately be a fun experience that yields
fantastic results. This experience has also
provided me with an abundance of confidence
as I move forward because if I can learn the wide
array of techniques that were needed to be
successful in this class from scratch, I can do
just about anything with enough time, practice,
and commitment to the process”

Solutions for the Field
This work has confirmed that incorporating CUREs into an undergraduate curriculum
can increase the number of research opportunities for all students which can result in several
enriching benefits to their overall educational experience. As a result of carrying out this
project, we have determined that there are three key components needed in order to establish a
CUREs in an undergraduate curriculum. The first component is a model or template CURE.
The model or template can be used as a basis for developing your own curriculum or
institution could implement the model CURE without any personalization. We used the
HHMI SEA-PHAGES CURE course without many modifications. This saved us time in that
we were able to implement the SEA-PHAGES course fairly quickly after being accepted into
the HHMI SEA-PHAGES Program and receiving their instructor training. Our other CURE
was modeled from our institution’s Office of International Programs Globally Networked
Learning course. A literature search can identify potential models or templates of CUREs in a
particular field of study. Once models or templates are identified, it is important to reach out
to the affiliated institutions in order to get guidance on implementing the CURE, which is the
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second key component, a guide or mentor. A guide or mentor that has experience in
implementing the CURE is a critical component. We had a team of guides provided to us
during the HHMI training we received in the SEA-PHAGES program and our institution’s
Office of International Programs staff guided us in implementing our GNL CURE. Having
access to guides or mentors helped us to implement our CURE more smoothly. The third
component is support. It is very important to have support for developing your CURE from
within your unit/department as well as support in upper administration. The support is
necessary to provide access to the resources needed to implement the CURE. The resources
that are needed consist of both human resources such as instructors to help with teaching the
course as well as monetary resources to be able to purchase the supplies needed for the
course.
Gaining support for developing CUREs can be a challenging task. One strategy that
instructors can use to help with gaining support is to provide faculty and upper administration
with a thorough presentation explaining CUREs, the details or your plans for implementation,
and the benefits the CUREs will have for your curriculum. We have found that gaining
support is much easier when all the information is provided, and everybody involved is well
informed. With these three components in place, an institution is primed to be able to
establish a CURE in their curriculum. Once one CURE is established, the scale up process is
much more straightforward because you have designed your own model or template which
can be modified to create several, different courses. This strategy can be used in both higher
education as well as secondary education. All levels of education can reap the benefits of
having the critically important hands-on, experiential education that CUREs have to offer.
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Hip Hop Diagnosis: Exploring Lyrics and Traumatic Experiences of First-Generation College
Students
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Abstract
As more first-generation college students from distressed urban communities enroll in college,
it is necessary to examine the impact of traumatic experiences on those who live in povertystricken urban communities. Unfortunately, research on this topic has been sparse, especially on
understanding the lyrical messages in hip-hop and how these lyrics explore the truths of many
first-generation college students. Hip-hop lyrics give a grim look into the lives of those who
reside in distressed urban communities. This roundtable posits engaging dialogue surrounding
overarching national issues while examining hip-hop lyrics and trauma.
Keywords: trauma, first-generation college student, hip-hop lyrics
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Hip Hop Diagnosis: Exploring Lyrics and Traumatic Experiences of First-Generation
College Students
Meek Mill states, "Ain’t no PTSD's, them drugs keep it as ease, they shot that boy
twenty times when they could have just told him to freeze, could have put him in a cop car,
but they let him just bleed." Why are some first-generation college students not successful in
completing? Some theories focus on first-generation college students; however, they often
overlook the complexity of transitioning from their communities to the collegiate
environment. This paper aims to explore traumas described in hip-hop lyrics that expose and
debunk the notion of normalcy relating to problems in distressed urban communities. HipHop songs, as we know, can give a vivid picture of what life can be like for those who live in
distressed urban neighborhoods. This paper is used to highlight the life of first-generation
college students who come from distressed urban communities and publicly acknowledge the
experiences that produce enduring emotional pain and distress. Finally, this paper explores
effective practices in establishing encouraging and supporting relationships and the
development of first-year experience programs that are needed to ensure success.
Theoretical Framework
Historically, first-generation college students from poor socio-economic backgrounds
live with the daily stress of violence and poverty (Falkenburger, Arena & Wolin, 2018).
Details of these traumas show in today's hip-hop music. The hip-hop artist Robert Rimeek
Williams known as Meek Mills, gives a vivid look into the world of trauma with his lyrics
from the song titled Trauma. Meek Mills states in the song trauma, "When the drugs got a
hold of your mama, and the drugs got a hold of your father, go to school bullet holes in the
wall.” This paper uses Trauma-Informed Social Policy as a theoretical framework to explore
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the pain and suffering of students. Meek Mills conveys the message by telling the story of
drug-addicted parents and how schools have violence on campus.
Falkenburger, Arena, and Wolin (2018) argue that the historical disenfranchisement,
racism, and isolation of those residing in distressed urban communities and public housing
spaces is a continuation of broken promises. The hip-hop artist Shawn Carter, Jay Z, states in
his song Smile, "That's why it is called the projects cause its exactly that.” Those living in the
same space sharing similar experiences share community trauma (Falkenburger, Arena &
Wolin, 2018). These community traumas are shown chiefly in housing projects, which rapper
Jay Z describes as a project meaning the purposeful planting of African Americans in a
community without adequate resources leading to disproportionate underachievement. Gaps
in academic achievement result from systematic forces of oppression like living in a housing
project.
Bassetti (2018) shares that education is where dreams happen and where one can
achieve their goals. Education is the way out for many students coming from distressed urban
communities. First-generation college students from urban areas are entering college trying
to escape. Barnett (2007) states that while first-generation college students enter college,
many leave. Evaluating where these students come from is necessary to disrupt this
problematic issue for colleges. First-generation college students from distressed urban
communities will not disappear from the student body's makeup. Colleges must be
intentional about addressing community trauma. Using the theoretical framework TraumaInformed Social Policy, this paper will seek to address the challenges first-generation college
students from distressed urban communities have while in college and bring awareness to
community traumas.
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Research Methodology
Bowen & Murshid (2016) uses the term trauma-informed care to discuss a model for
service provision across health and social service settings. When it comes to identifying how
to assist first-generation college students from distressed urban communities, incorporating a
service model in first-year experience programs is most appropriate. This study uses
exploratory research as a methodology. Exploration of hip-hop lyrics and understanding
trauma provides a deeper understanding of what some first-generation college students go
through living in these communities. There has been conversation regarding hip-hop lyrics,
but much discussion is needed to help others understand how the traumas depicted in those
lyrics affect first-generation college students.
In addition to trauma-informed social policy, this research utilizes trauma-informed
community building and engagement. Post-secondary education is in an era where more students
attend college with unaddressed traumas. It is incumbent upon college communities to counter
the traumas presented and inform the misinformed when it comes to first- generation college
students. Bowen & Murshid (2016) explains that the trauma-informed care approach will help to
recognize the intersections of trauma with health and social problems. First-generation college
students from distressed urban communities need a certain level of care to achieve their
academic goals. When listening to hip-hop lyrics, you will hear a cry for help from a community
of individuals who have experienced traumas that one could not imagine. Bowen & Murshid
(2016) also states that no population is immune to experiencing trauma, but specific people
disproportionately is higher.
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Findings
From the studies conducted by Bowen & Murshid and Falkenburger, Arena, and
Wolin, each set of authors noted trauma is a social issue. A commonality across both studies
showed that others could use trauma-informed care to diffuse the problems within social
groups and communities. It is important to note that first-generation students are a
specialized group within the college community. One of the most prominent findings from
both studies was around community trauma that suggests historical and ongoing root causes
of social inequities, including poverty and racism being the cause. Based on the preliminary
findings from reviewing the studies from Bowen & Murshid and Falkenburger, Arena, and
Wolin, there is value in creating first-year experience programs that support trauma-informed
care. Colleges have to employ creative strategies from a student affairs perspective to combat
retention issues of those suffering from traumatic environmental experiences.
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Significance of Work
It is imperative to have culturally competent students, faculty, staff, and
administrators to meet the needs of first-generation college students from poor socioeconomic backgrounds. Cultural competence leads to a better understanding of how to
support, which equates to effective teaching and learning. There are several solutions to the
attrition issues of first-generation college students. The significance of this work is to
acknowledge the harm done and promote consciousness of the traumatic experiences some of
our students have encountered throughout life. This work is essential to collegiate institutions
looking to provide programs that support precise and meaningful engagement on campus.
Lastly, peer mentoring programs are a great way to bridge the gap for those students
attending college as first-generation college students. Developing peer mentoring programs
that partner students with others from different socio-economic backgrounds can help
infiltrate and disrupt the mindset of those who believe their community traumas are an
accurate depiction of how one should live.
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Table 1
Psychological States Measured on PITS Survey
Variable

Construct Measured

Project Ownership Content

Measures the degree of personal ownership
and engagement a student feels in relation to
the research they have conducted in a specific
class.

Project Ownership Emotion

Measures the degree to which a student has
a positive emotive response to the research
they have conducted in a specific class.

Self-Efficacy

Measures the degree to which a student
feels confident in functioning as a scientist.

Science Identity

Measures the degree to which a student
thinks about her/himself as a scientist.

Scientific Community Values

Measures the degree to which a student has
affinity to the values of the scientific
community.

Networking

Measures the degree to which students are
talking about their research in both
professional and personal networks

Note. Table 1 provides a summary of the psychological states measured in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
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Figure 1
Illustration of Action Research Methodology
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Figure 2
Persistence in the Sciences Survey: Class Outcomes Report Fall 2019

Note. Figure 2 compares averaged BIOL 4000 SEA-PHAGES class outcomes with averaged outcomes
for the whole of the SEA-PHAGES program for the 6 psychological measures on the Persistence in the
Sciences (PITS) survey.
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Figure 3
Persistence in the Sciences Survey: Class Outcomes Report BIOL 4000 SEA-PHAGES Fall 2021

Note. Figure 3 compares averaged BIOL 4000 SEA-PHAGES class outcomes with averaged outcomes for
the whole of the SEA-PHAGES program for the 6 psychological measures on the Persistence in the
Sciences (PITS) survey.
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